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espite Daxwin's idea that there were no fixed divisions between species,

let alone races, polygenist notions of race, which assumed that the divi-

sions between races were ancient and fixed, thrived in the new evolu-

tionary thought. Moreover, the idea articulated by Spencer, that evolution was a

struggle between races rather than between individuals, became a dominant fix-
ture of twentieth-century racial thought. Finally, the notion that there were sev-

eral European races, such as those sketched by William Z. Ripley, would begin to

loom large in the twentieth century.

Evolutionary thought grew into a significant ideologr that can be called

"scientific racism" at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth

century. Scientific racism was the result of two lines of scientific thought merg-

ing. First, new ideas about heredity provided an explanation of the way traits

could be held stable for generation after generation. Second, ideas flowered

about the supremacy of the north European races-what was called Aryanism or
Teutonicism in the nineteenth century and Nordicism in the twentieth. These

two lines of thought were conceptually distinct. That is, one could firmly believe

in the notion that heredity was fixed and immune from environmental influences

while rejecting the idea that the Nordics were the supreme race. Alternatively,

one could believe in Nordicism and reject the findings of modern science regard-

ing heredity. However, among some thinkers these two ideas joined in the eugen-

ics movement and changed how the Western world thought about race.

The Problem of Heredity

After the publication of On the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin needed to
answer a strong objection to his work how were the characteristics that allowed

organisms to survive transmitted from generation to generation? Natural selec-

tion turned on the idea that tiny advantages could accumulate in an organism's
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line of descent, but Darwin had no mechanism that could explain this process.
Indeed, most ideas about heredity argued that it would be impossible for char-
acteristics to be transmitted down the generations.

There were two fundamental problems. The first was ,,blending" inheri-
tance. Darwin's theory depended on a beneficial trait in a parent generation
being transmitted, more or less intact, to the offspring generation. The problem
was that the dominant theory of inheritance did not allow for the survival of a
trait in this fashion; rather, in succeeding generations a favorable trait would
eventually be obliterated by other traits over time. So, if tallness of a plant was a
beneficial trait, and two tall plants crossed to produce offspring, the offspring
would not be as tall as the taller of its two parents but would be midway in height
between the two' In artificial selection, the breeder could control crosses to
ensure that a specilic trait was selected for. However, Darwin's natural selection
did not allow for a guiding hand in this manner. Hence, it was not clear exactly
how an advantageous trait could be passed down without being swamped by
random crosses with inferior types.

In a famous review of Darwin's on the origin of species, Fleeming Jenkin
put the case for blending inheritance in explicitly racial terms. Jenkin argued
that a white man who was shipwrecked on an island inhabited by Negroes
would naturally rise to become their king. However his natural superiority over
the savages would not last through generations as the superior white qualities
would be swamped by the inferior Negro stock. "can any one believe" asked
Jenkin, "that the whole island will gradually acquire a white, or even a yellow
population, or that the islanders would acquire the energy, courage, ingenuity,
patience, self-control, endurance, in virtue of which qualities our hero killed so
many of their ancestors, and begot so many children; those qualities, in fact,
which the struggle for existence would select, if it could select anything?"
(Jenkin 1867,289-290)

To deal with the problem of blending inheritance, natural selection needed
a mechanism that would allow for beneficial traits to be passed to succeeding
generations intact and there was no clear idea what that mechanism could be.

The second problem natural selection faced was the inheritance of
acquired characteristics. In the late twentieth century and continuing now into
the twenty-first, the accepted idea is that heredity is largely isolated from envi_
ronmental influences. In the nineteenth century most ideas about heredity did
not distinguish so sharply between heredity and environment. Indeed, such a dis-
tinction made little sense given widespread ideas about how an organism's char-
acteristics were formed by the environment and passed along to subsequent gen_

erations. Most learned people of the nineteenth century believed in the doctrine
of "inheritance of acquired characteristics." Most often associated with the
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Ftench evolutionist Jean Baptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829), the doctrine taught

that environmental pressures change the physical nature of an organism and that

these acquired characteristics were inherited by subsequent generations.

In this view, an organism acquired traits through interactions with the envi-

ronment and passed those changes to offspring. Thus, there was no sharp dis-

tinction between heredity and environment. Even Darwin argued for a version of

the doctrine of the inheritance of acquired characteristics when he put forth

"pangenesis" as the mechanism by which characteristics were passed from gen-

eration to generation. Darwin argued that there were tiny particles that cells dis-

sipated through the body and passed into the offspring. Because each part ofthe

body manufactured its own particles, the environment could directly affect

heredity as changes in bodily form that owed to the environment would be trans-

mitted to the offspring. Darwin's theory of pangenesis gained few adherents and

quickly disappeared as a mechanism for heredity after Darwin's death; however,

most scientists continued to accept that traits acquired through environmental

influences could be inherited biologically.

As early as the 1830s, the inherited nature of some mental diseases was

widely understood in Great Britain. Early statistical measurements helped hos-

pital administrators track the prevalence of certain diseases and conditions in

certain families and lineages. Such lcrowledge of "good" and "bad" families was

disseminated widely in marriage advice manuals. Although there was no clear

idea that such conditions were immune from environmental in{luences, there

was also a general belief that heredity and destiny were interbwined. There was

also a notion that such pathological conditions were increasingly a matter of

public concern. Utopian writers, such as William Lawrence and Thomas

Edwards, claimed that the state should take control of marriage more firmly to

insure that good lines propagated and poor ones were eliminated. William Farr,

in a series of writings beginning in the 1830s, argued that the state should take

an active role in gUaranteeing the health of the British population by quarantin-

ing those with undesirable traits. Farr pointed to the success of stockbreeders

and others in agriculture who controlled the breeding of their animals and crops

to guarantee the best possible product.

Francis Galton

Most British intellectuals in the 1830s dismissed the utopian schemes of Farr and

others who argued for controlled breeding, but they were taken up by Darwin's

cousin, FYancis Galton (1822-1911). Galton coined the phrase "nature versus

nurture" and he came down strongly on the side of nature. Galton's early life and
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Ni,netemth-century British anthropologist Francis Galton (LibrarE oJ Congress)

upbringing was much like his cousin's. He was born into a wealthy family and
expected to become a physician. Also like Darwin, he was miserable at medical
school. He was spared from completing his medical education by his father's
death in 1844. upon inheriting the family fortune, Galton was free to pursue his
interest in natural history.

The kind of science Galton produced exemplified a widespread under-
standing in Great Britain about what counted as good science. Galton claimed to
be a strict adherent to induction, the form of reasoning that moves from specific
instances to a general rule. Following the philosophy of science laid down by
FYancis Bacon (1561-1626), most nineteenth-century British scientists argued
that a good scientist proceeded by induction, gathering as many facts as possi-

ble without any theory or general principle that might prejudice a neutral and
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objective view of these facts. Darwin, for example, made much of his inductivist

principles tn On the OrLgin of Species although historians have shown that Dar-

win clearly had his theory of natural selection in mind and he set out to find

examples to help him prove it.

Galton, however, seemed to be an avid inductMst who wafi convinced that

the road to science was collecting and tabulating as many examples as possible.

For Galton, the inductivist method helped him sidestep the central problem of

the mechanism of heredity. Galton argued that we did not need to lsrow the

mechanism of heredity to see its effects. We could observe and enumerate how

traits passed from generation to generation while remaining agnostic on the

actual mecharrics of how this occurred. In other words, as long as we could see

the effects of heredity, we could control its deleterious social impacts.

The most gifted prot6g6 of Galton, and a key figure in promoting Galtonian

views of heredity and science, was Karl Pearson (1857-1936), who set out his

views about science in an influential work, The Gratmmar of Sci'ence (1882). For

Pearson, a good scientist avoided all speculation about unobservable entities

and focused only on directly sensed evidence. Pearson argued that there was no

point in trying to uncover the "real" causes of anything in science; they were, in

principle, unlcrowable. However, the scientist could apply mathematics, in par-

ticular statistics, to scientiflc phenomena without actually committing to the

existence of an underlying causal agent. In other words, if statistics showed that

heredity worked in a particllar manner, then the scientist's work was done.

The idea that the scientists should focus only on biological traits that could

be directly measured and tabulated became lcrown as biometrics. Pearson

founded the journal, Biometrika, in 1901, which became the main outlet for sta-

tisticat studies of the physical traits of organisms. This view of the sufficiency of

statistical constmcts to explain scientific phenomena would continue on into the

twentieth century particularly in psychometrics and IQ testing. Galton and Pear-

son a.re correctly seen as the founders ofthis approach and both contributed key

ideas to the science of statistics.

one of Galton's most famous works makes his approach clear and under-

scores the social motivations of his work. In Hereditary Genius, published in

1869, Galton undertook a statistical analysis of "men of genius" in the United

Kingdom. His book attempted to rank the geniuses in the country in order to

determine if mental ability was inherited and concluded that it was. For Gal-

ton, socieff should take steps to ensure the emergence of more geniuses and

fewer of lower intellectual ability. Galton believed that improving the race

meant that the government should encourage breeding among the best people

and take steps to keep the superior stocks from mixing with inferiors. The

death of classical Greek civilization, for example, owed to the lax morality that
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discouraged marriage and to women of high ability refusing to become moth-
ers. Additionally, "in a small sea bordered country, where emigration and immi-
gration are constantly going on, and where the manners are as dissolute as
were those of the Greeks . . . the purity of a race would necessarily fail" (Gal-
ton 1869, 331).

Galton did not shy away from racial interpretations of his data. He believed
that Negroes were at least two grades below Anglo-Saxons in ability and intelli-
gence. "Every book alluding to Negro servants in America is full of instances" of
the half-witted nature of the race, he wrote, "I was myself much impressed by
this fact during my travels in Africa" (Galton 1869, 828). Like spencer, Galton
believed that the inferior races were losing the evolutionary battle for existence
in the face oftheir superior European conquerors. Galton also argued for a social
prograrn that would prevent the same fate for England, and he was very con-
cemed about the low level of the common English population. "It seems to me,"
he concluded, "that the average standard of ability of the present time should be
raised" because "the needs of centralization, communication, and culture, call
for more brains and mental stamina than the average of our race possess" (Gal-
ton 1869, 332-333).

Hered'i'targ Geni,us drew mixed reviews from the English press in the
1870s. Many scientists appreciated Galton's sophisticated statistical technique
but many religious reviewers objected to his unapologetic naturalism, which
seemed to leave no room for God's grace or people's control over their own sal-
vation. Many reviewers criticized Galton's assumption that heredity and not envi-
ronmental factors was the cause of genius, an idea that cut against most of the
common thinking of the time. Galton argued that the numbers showed that the
hereditary material was somehow immune from environmental influences, arr

idea that belied widely held ideas about the inheritance of acquired characteris-
tics. But evidence for Ga]ton's view would soon be forthcoming from Germarr
cytologists-scientists who study cells. However, Galton and pearson would not
necessarily appreciate the new evidence.

Hard Heredity

The move from "soft" heredity, which drew no sharp distinctions between hered-
ity and environment, and "hard" heredity that did, had two scientific compo-
nents. First, by the 1880s, advances in the microscope led cytologists, particu-
larly German ones, to many new scientific discoveries: the nucleus of cells, for
example, and the process of mitosis, wherein cells divide. In the 1880s, several
German cytologists, including August weismann, Moritz Nussbaum, oscar Her-
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twig, and Albert Kdlliker put forth a number of new ideas that joined these dis-

coveries in cytology to inform scientific understandingof Vererbung or heredity.

Atthough most late-nineteenth-century German cytologists had similar

findings and arguments, the most famous contribution was that of August Weis-

mann, who argued that the body actually contained two kinds of cells. Most of

the body was made up of somatic cells. Germ cells, by contrast, were found only

in the gonads and produced the sperrn and egg. Germ cells were the units of

heredity and, unlike somatic cells, were immune to environmental influences.

This separation of germ cells from somatic cells required a drastic reorientation

of the common attitudes toward the body and reproduction. In Weismann's

view, the body and all of its somatic cells were merely the conveyors of germ

cells. The body did not really produce germ cells, it just transmitted them, unal-

tered, from generation to generation. This Weismann called the continuity of the

germ plasm.

weismann believed that his theory meant the death of the theory of

acquired characteristics. In a rather grisly experiment, he cut the tails off mice,

generation after generation. Yet each time a new generation of mice was born

from mutilated parents, they were born with tails. Weismann pointed to this as

proof that germ plasm was immune from environmental influences and acquired

characteristics could not be transmitted from generation to generation.

The second major contribution to the new notion of heredity came from

the work of the Austrian monk Gregor Mendel (1822-1884). In the 1860s,

Mendel published a paper that argued that characteristics of pea plants were

preserved as they passed down through generations. When he crossed tall pea

plants with short pea plants, the resulting offspring were not medium in height

but were almost uniformly tall. Mendel could calculate the ratio of tall with

short pea plants and found that inheritance was always in a 3:1 ratio. Mendel

argued that this could be explained by supposing that the units of inheritance,

what he called "factors," existed in pairs in the plants. Crossing these factors

brought mathematically precise and very predictable patterns of inheritance.

Mendel published his work but it was ignored in the 1860s and for three

decades afterward. But on the eve of the twentieth century, when many scien-

tists were looking for a new theory of heredity they found Mendel's explana-

tion very promising. Mendel's ideas dealt a serious blow to the theory of

"blending" inheritance just as Weismann's work had to the theory of acquired

characteristics.
There was no firm consensus over these issues at the dawn of the twenti-

eth century. The biometricians, Galton's followers, did not immediately appreci-

ate Mendelism because biometrics focused on continuous rather than discontin-

uous variations. Peaxson, in particular, objected to Mendelism because of its
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focus on discontinuous variations. It also violated his views on the place of unob_
servable entities in science with its talk of unobservable ,,factols' that caused
these variations. Additionally, Lamaxckians, paxticularly in Fra:rce, resisted Weis-
mann's theories of the continuity of gelm plasm.

Nonetheless, the new scientific ideas had impoftant implications for the
development of racial ideologies. The notion that heredity was everlthing and
envrronmental factors could not charge the essence of a person,s talents and
abilities certainly resonated with racist notions that there was some inherited
racial essence that could not be erased by education or civilization. To see how
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racial themes blended with the new ideas about herediff we first need to look at

the developing ideas about race arnong social thinkers.

The Rise of Nordicism

Nordicis m and, Civilizatrcn

William Z. Ripley's tripartite division of Europeans into Teutonic, Atpine, and

Mediterranean races in 1899 was widely accepted even though no one could find

a pure example of any of these races. A significant group of wdters believed the

most superior of the three was the Teutonic race, which was a.lso called the

Aryan race in the nineteenth century and carne to be called the Nordic race in the

twentieth.

The Nordicists added several importart ideas to racial ideolos/. Filst was

the notion that civilization itself was the product of race, and mary Nordicists

devoted their work to discovering the Nordic natue of all great civilizations of
the past. The belief in Nordic superioriry was not new al the end of the nine-

teenth century. Many wdtens in the United States before the CMI War trumpeted

the superiority of the Teutons. The ancient Roman historian, Tacitus (ca.

55-120), expressed admiration for the Teutonic tribes who lived north of what

Tacitus considered a decadent Rome. Many writers in the United States in the

eaxly nineteenth century took Tacitus's wdtings as proof that democracy as a

form of govemment was actually an ancient practice that began in the woods of

ancient Germany. These wdters used this theory of the "Teutonic origin" of
democracy as proof against conservative critics who argued that democracy was

an inherently unstable form of government. Not so, they axgued: democracy orig-

inated in the German tribes with their primitive parliaments and protorepresen-

tative government and was therefore an aJrcient form of governance rather than

an untested theory. The Teutonic tribes of Angles and Saxors brought this her-

itage to England; it then crossed the Atlantic to the United States. Hence, democ-

racy was in some sense part of the racial heritage of the Germanic people who

settled in the United States.

The second contribution of the Nordicists to racial thought was the claim

that race, not nation or political alliance, was the basis of social order. In the lat€

nineteenth century the deferse of democracy became deemphasized in favor of
more general arguments that the very capaciw for civilization was rarial in nature.

In the 1880s, during a lectue tour of the United States, writer Edward A. Fleeman

argued that there were three hones of the Teutonic race: the United States, Eng-

land, and Germany. These nations, Fleeman argued, should put their differences
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behind them, for they could surely rule the world. The division between superior

Anglo,Saxons and inferior Celts as well as other lower races was succinctly stated

by Fleeman: "The best remedy for whatever is arniss in America would be if every

Lishma.n kiued a Negro and be hanged for it" (FYeeman 1882, 200).

Comte Joseph-Arthur de Gobineau (1816-1882) gave one of the most

widely read and elaborate defenses ofthe Teuton. Gobineau was from a.n aristo-

cratic Ftench family a-Ird was a firm believer that the aristocratic elite had always

ruled the masses through their protection ofvirtue and honor, as had the ancient

Teutons. In the modern age, the masses had risen and destroyed the natural

order. Gobineau pointed to the political turmoil of the Flench Revolution

wherein the ruling classes had been overrun by the masses.

Both the central ideas of Nordicism-that race was the basis of all civiliza-

tion and that race must be the basis of politica.l order-came together in Gob-

ineau's most extended treatment of race, the EssaA on tke InequalitA oJ the

Saces published in four volumes between 1853 ard 1855. Gobineau was not con-

cerned with biology as much as history and linguistics. He affirmed the widely

accepted division of the races into white, black, zurd yellow, and introduced the

idea that civilization itself was based on race. The white race, which Gobineau

called the "Aryan" race, was the only one capable of creative thinking and civi-

lization building. The downfall of such great civilizations as Egrut alrd Greece

owed to the commingling of Aryan blood with that ofthe lesser races.

The Supremacu of Nordics

Houston Stewart Chamberlain (1855-f927) followed and extended Gobineau's

theories. Although he was English by birth, Chamberlain was a fervent admirer

of Germany, moving to Balreuth, Germany, at the end of the nineteenth centurjr.

In 1899, Chamberlain published Foznrldtions Qf the Nineteenth Century, whic}].

laid out his racial ideas in full. Like Gobineau, Chamberlain believed that race

was the key to all of history and the only truly creative race was the Aryan. Much

of t||.e FoundntiorLs is devoted to showing that a.ll great historical figures were,

on close examination, Aryan. For example, Marco Polo, Copemicus, Galileo, and

especially Jesus Christ were Aryans in Chamberlain's account.

Both Gobineau and Charnberlain were, in some significant sense, "racial

mystics." Their discussion of the great Teutonic race was shot through with talk

of Gennan blood that mystically bound all Teutons together with a racia.l soul.

Although Chamberlain accepted all the anthropologica.l evidence for the exis-

tence of the Teutonicr'Af,ar/Nordic race, for him the reality of race turned on a

spiritual shaxing of the "race-soul." Hence, the importance Chamberlain placed
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on the supposed Aryan identity of Christ can be understood as an embrace of a
mystical racism that had a spiritual, not materialistic, core.

A Flench writer, Vacher de Lapouge (185,t-1936), frrmly and forcefully
rejected racial mysticism. Lapouge was the founder of a science he dubbed
"anttroposociolog/." He was a tircless correspondent a.nd organizer within the
scientific communitl./ (he provided Wlliam Z. Ripley with photogaphs for Rip
ley's Saces oJ Europq for example). Lapouge was one of first to successfully
develop a full-blown version of scientific racism. Lapouge grounded his theories
of race finnly in Daxwin rather than in some mystical ,,racial soul" ancl this would
have profound influence on twentiethrentury racial theories.

Lapouge's theories were developed most fully in two works: Social Setcc_

tion (L896) and The Aryan and, His Sociat Rol.e e899). For Lapouge, the key
racial maxker was the cephalic index, which anthropologists had used to divide
the European population into different races based on the shape of their heads.
Lapouge tied the index, not just to head shape, but also to a range of socially
desirable characteristics. He was the champion of the dolichocephalic Aryans,
long-headed, blond, blue-eyed, creative, strong, ard natural leaders. By contrast,
brachycephalic qpes were round-headed, dark-skinned, and timid. ,,Brachies,'

as Lapouge called them, were natural followers who did not have the imagina-
non necessaxy to create and lead. Iapouge's .Dolichos', dominated northem
Europe, England, and Germany. Additionally, Lapouge followed Gobineau in
axguing that the French Revolution had destroyed the ancient axistocracies,
rMhich, according to Lapouge, had been dominated by Dolichos.

An outspoken atheist, Lapouge had no patience for Chamberlain a.nd Gob_
ineau's emphasis on a "race soul." Antluoposociolos/ was completely material_
ist and rejected ary ard atl appeals to any sort of quasi-religious mysticism. For
Lapouge, the science spoke for itself and had no need for any other concepts-
certainly not for any religious or moral ideas. He called for the elimination of a.ll

moral sentiment that would starld in the way of a massive breeding prograrn that
would eliminate mcial inferiors. In his writings, Lapouge demanded that senti_
mentality, especially religious faith, blocked the necessaxy social reforms for the
elimination of racial hferiors through selective breeding. Uke Emst Haeckel in
Germany, Lapouge rejected all religion a.nd all mora.lity. He did not attempt to
replace traditional moraliry with a.ny other view and tipped into nihilism in pur_

suing the perfect breeding populanon.

Lapouge was also unusual in his embrace of.haxd heredity." Most ofhis fel_

low Ftench scientists still embraced versions of the inheritance of acquired chax-
acteristics, Jear Baptiste Lamarck being something of a nationa.l hero. Not so
Lapouge, whose strict breeding program left no room for environmental
improvements. For Lapouge, the only solution to the racia.l crisis would be the
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elimination of the inferior races. This cava.lier attitude toward human life would

be one of the key "contributions" that Darwinism made in Germany. By the dawn

of the twentieth century, these ideas were in the air: the notion of a heredity

immune from environmental influences and a notion of Nordic supremacy.

These two views would be combined in the eaxly twentieth cenhlry in the United

States a"nd Germany as part of a Larger eugenics movement.

The Rise of Eugenics

Between 1900 and 1945 neaxly every modernizing socieW had some form of

eugenics movement. Recent work on the history of the eugenics movements

underscores how diverse the ideologies and policies were that went under that

name. Popular understanding of eugenics is often restricted to the horrors of

Nazi Germany, but, in fact, leftists proclaimed their adherence to eugenic doc-

trines as much as those on the political right. In many countries' eugerucs was

confrned to what we might think of as prenatal care, focusing on the "future gen-

erations" carried by pregnant women. In other countries, particularly those

where Lamaxckian doctrines were still scientifically respectable, eugenics

focused as much on environmental improvement as it did on selective breeding.

Stiu, despit€ the diversiw of eugenic doctrines, there were some common-

alities. Eugenics was the idea that good people should be encouraged to reprG

duce and bad people should be discouraged from it. Taken in this light, eugenic

thinking was a way to think about social problems in scientific terms. The

decades between 1870 and 1939 were confusing and exciting times. Industrial-

ization spread tlroughout west€m society; the focus of life was no longer the

small town or the faxrn. The dawn of the twentieth centurji brought with it laxge,

industrial cities and attendart labor unrest, ubar poverty, and slums. The world-

wide economy experienced a number of economic shocks, the largest of which

was the Great Depression that began in 1929. This new socia.l order included a

new belief in the responsibiliry of the govemment to take an active paxt in solv-

ing social problems. The old, laissez-faire, free-ma.rket solutions proposed by

writers Iike Herbert Spencer were seen as increasingly inadequate, even while

many accepted his notions concerning racial struggle.

Eugenlcs a.nd, Race ln the United' States

In the United States, for example, the idea of an actMst govemment in the early

part of the twentieth century is often called "Progressivism." In the Progressive
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era, an increasing number of leaders called for the govemment to take action to
regulate a capita.lism that could no longer be controlled by Adarn Smith's invisi_
ble hand. This view led to many governmental interventions such as the Sherma.n
Anti-Ttust Act (1890), the Food and Drug Act (1906), and the lbderal Tfade Com_
mission (1914). The aim of legislative acts like these was to put issues ofpublic
concern under expert contrcl so that the deleterious effects of industrialization
could be predicted and the impacts minimized. If food, water, housing, and
health care could be put under govemmenta.l control to make them safer, why
not our breeding as well?

Although not all eugenicists in the United States were racists, certain key
figures certainly were. In the United States, the doctrine of Nordic superiority
had one of its most eloquent ard forceful voices in Madison Grant (fg6b_1g3n.
Much like Charles Darwin, Grant was not a scientist by training. Thained as an
attomey, Grant was wealthy and had no need to practice his profession in order
to make money and could therefore indulge his passion for natura.l history.

Like his close friend, President Theodore Roosevelt, Grart was very active
in the nascent conseNationist movement. He was a great organizer of causes for
the environment a.nd was an active member of the Save the Redwoods I€ague
ard president of the Bronx Parkway Commission, which created the Bronx Zoo.
Grant was instrumenta.l in saving from extinction the American bison. wha.les.
pronghom artelopes, and bald eagles. He was a key figue in preserving pristine
wildemess for future generations to eqjoy. Just as he wanted to preserve the
environment, Grant wanted to presetve the race; for him these were two sides of
the sarne coin. Grant's racial mognuTn opus wasp}blished in lg16 as Zhe pass_

irw of the Great Race or the R cial Bosis of European History.
Like Lapouge, Grant offered his racia.l theories as grounded in materialist

science rather tha:r on race mysticism. This was no accident, since Lapouge had
read the entire book and offered his advice to Grant before publication. Grant
celebrated the Nordic stock that made the original colonial populalion of the
British colonies. The Nordics created the United States, according to Grart, but
were in danger of being swamped by the inferior races in what he called the .sur_

viva.l of the unfit"(Grart 1916, 82). Grant blamed ,,sentimentalists" who held the
"fatuous belief in the power of envirorunent . . . to a.lter heredity.,' Not so, Gmnt
declared: "Speaking English, wearing good clothes, and going to school does not
transform a Negro into a white marl"

Immigration was a similar threat. .We shall have a similax experience with
the Polish Jew," Grant waned, "whose dwaxf stature, peculiax menta.lity, and
ruthless concentration on self-interest are being engr;rfted upon the stock of the
nation" (Grant 1916, l4). The danger, Grant warned, was allowing more than one
race in the same geographical area under the common ,,melting pot" notion that
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Madison Grant ( f 865-1937)

American lawyel consern'ationist, and eugeni( ist , Cirant wlrs a key figure in the pop-

ularization of Nordic supremacy in the tlnited States and Europe Bom into a

wealthy and established New England family, Grart was educated at Yale (B'A

1887) ard Columbia 0r B., f8m). A substantial inheritance, however, relieved

Grant from the burdens of everyday work, leaving him free to pulsue his interest in

politi( al rcfomr and natural history

Grant was a member of many exclusive and established private clubs in the

Northeast and it was his membership in one of them, the Boone and Crockett

Club, that brought his first substantial

project to life. Grant proposed to fellow
member, Theodore Roosevelt, that the

Club create a wildlife sanctuary Just out-

side New York City. Roosevelt, like Grart,

was a big-gamc hunter artd was very con-

cerned wirh the rapid15 disappearing

American wildemess. The wildlife sanc-

tuary eventually becane the Bronx Zoo

and was the first of many triumphs Grart
had as a leading figure of the Anencar
conservationist movement.

For Grant, the conservation of nature

ard the conservation of the Nordic race

went hand in hand. Like many upper-cla.ss

Americars of his generation he was deeply

concemed with the growing immigration

of "undesirable stocks" into tlle United

Statcs. Grant's magnum opus, nLe Pa.$'

irtg oJ the Grcat Roce published in 1916

was ar unapologetic defensc of what Gra.nt considered the "pioneering tlpe" that

made thc country great: the Nordic. For Grant, the Nordic race was in danger of

being swanped by the inferior raciat bpes that were coming to the country from

southem and easteral Europe. Grant's book became a touchstone for Nordicists

both here and abroad, most notably for Adotph Hitler who wrote approvingly of

Grant's book in his 1924 autobiography, Mein Katu(2l.

Well-comected politically, Grant wa-s a key figure in orchestrating the passage of

the 1924 Immisntion Rcstriction Act, which prevented further immigration from

those races he considered inferior Howe-ver, the increased intemal migration of

African Americans out of the Deep South and into the North led him to tuither

despair that he might be losing the battle to maintain the racial puiry of the United

States. His last book, Conquest tf a Continent reiterated the Nordic supremacy of

The Passitry o:f the Grea, Roce. I lowevel Grant's time had passe d af,].d Conquest was

ror.urdlv criticized for its racism. Grart died of nephritis in 1937.

tt .,,ttt,sg oJ tl,, *tL).lltpR,ltoodsLPo'|,t t
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the envirorunent would erase racial differences. Grant axgued, .Whether we like
to admit it or not, the result of the mixture of two races, in the long m4 glves us
a race reverting to the more ancient, generalized and lower q/pe. The cross
between a white man and an Indian is an Indian . . . and the cross between any
of the three European races and Jew is a Jew" (Grant 1916, lb_16). The solution,
Grant declared, was two-fold: man .can breed from the best, or he can eliminate
the worst by segregation or sterilization" (Grant 1916, 4Z). Grart believed that it
would be very difficltt to increase breeding of the best tlpes, so, ,,under existing
conditions the most practical and hopeful method of race improvement ts
through the elimination of the least desirable elements in the nation by depriving
tiem of the power to contribute to future generations', (Grant 1916, 4g).

Grant's call for a eugenically pure United States merged with wider con_
cems about the degeneration of inferior social types. This view was cast m terns
ofthe new thinking about heredity, epitomized by Richard L. Dugdate,s 1gZ4 Zhe
Jukes: A StudE in Cri,me, pauperism, Dkease, und Heruhifg. Dugdale,s work
on the Jukes was a family study in which the researcher studied ar impoverished
farnily in order to discover how social problems were trarsmitted through gen_
erations. Dugdale found that the famity of Jukes, a fictional name for a real fam_
ily, was predisposed toward a life of crime and povertJ./. But, in keeprng with com_
monly held views of heredity of the time, Dugdale argued that by providing
education and medical care, this hereditaxy tendency toward crime in the Jukes
farnily would be reversed. In other words, Dugdale argued that envtonmental
changes could lead to changes in a.n inherited condition.

In 1915, eugenicist Arthur Estabrook published a second edition of Dug_
dale's classic work, The Jukes in Lgli, wlich reflected the new thinking about
heredity. Estabrook called for eugenic segregation and sterilization as the solu_
tion to t}le problem of the Jukes, claiming that environmental chajrges would do
nothing to charge their inherited tendency towaxd crime. This change in the
evaluation of the Jukes family indicated that the eugenic proposals of the late
nineteenth centu4r differed from those of the eaxly twentieth century, which
carne in the wake of Mendelism and Weismarmism.

The first eugenics organization in the Lhited States was the Eugenics Com_
mittee of the American Breeder's Association (ABA) formed in 1906. The ABA
was dedicated to the development of American agficulture, fostenng coopera_
tion between faxrners a.nd ranchers, who had been developing their stocks of ani_
mals and crops through selective breeding for some time, and the growing num_
ber of academic biologists interested in developing the mathematical and
theoretical understanding of herediw.

The Eugenics Committee of the ABA was chaired by David Starr Jordan,
the president of Stanford, and included a number of prominent biologists: Ver_
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non L. Kellogg, William D. Castle, and Luther Burbank. Eventually the work of
the Committee became so wide-rarging that the ABA reorganized into the Amer-

ican Eugenics Association in 1913, a"nd they began publishing the Journal oJ

HereditA thal san.;.e yeax-

Among those involved with the Eugenics Committee was Charles B. Dav-

enport (1866-1944). Davenport had been trained as an engineer as an under-

graduate and received his Ph.D. in biologr from Haxvaxd in 1892. He was a pro

fessor at the Univemiry of Chicago until 1904, when he convhced the Carnegie

Institution to underwdte a biological laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor in New

York. The laboratory was the Station for the Study of Experimental Evolution

and leaped to the forefront of the scientific study of heredity with Davenport

firn y in conhol.

Davenport was an established scientisq he had served on the editorial

board of Karl Pearson's Biometrika and had published some of the first papers

by an American scientist on Mendel. Davenport embraced both the biometric

approach and Mendellsm, even though the two schools of thought were in the

midst of a feud over the nature of continuous versus discontinuous vaxiations.

This reflected Davenport's plan for Cold Spring Haxbor, where he aimed to unite

theories of heredity, evolution, and cytolog/. Davenport himself contxibuted

studies of herediw in mice, poultry, canaries, and horses using both biometrical

and Mendelian approaches. But Davenport was a.lso interested in human hered-

ity. He published papers on the Mendelian inherita.nce of human eye color and a

paper on the complex inheritance patterns in human skin color

Davenport's interest in human heredity translated into a branch of the Sta-

tion at Cold Spring Haxbor. Davenport petitioned Maxy Harriman, heir to her hus-

band's railroad fortune, to underwrite the Eugenics Records Ofhce (ERO) at

Cold Spring Ha.rbor in 1910. Davenport chose Harry H. Laughlin (1880-194) as

the administrator of ERO. Laughlin was teaching biologl in the agiculture

school of the Missiouri State Normal School and had been corresponding with

Davenport on matters of heredity since 1907. In 1910, Davenport hired Laughlin

to oveftake the administrative needs of ERO. Laughlin was dedicated to the twin
pu4)oses of the ERO: to undertake serious reseaxch in human heredity and to

educate the public about eugenics.

Unlike researching herediry in farm animals or insects, scientists could

not experiment on human beings, and the long generations of humans made

tracing lineages difficult within the lifetime of a researcher. To avoid these

problems, Laughlin and Davenport set out to collect famlly histories by send-

ing specially trained eugenics fieldworkers out to question families about their

history of disease, feeblemindedness, or other eugenic disabilities. The field-

workers would visit families with questionnaires and try to collect information
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relevant to the goals of the ERo. They would then take the collected informa-
tion and create family histories that could yield useful information ibr inher_
ited traits. Some traits actually followcd a strict pattern of Mendelian inheri_
tance. By the mid-rglos, researchers at the ERo had discovered a number of
them including polydactylism (having more than l0 fingers or toes) ard Hunt_
ington's chorea, for example.

But the farnily histories went far beyond these physiological traits and
included chaxacteristics such as .feeblemindedness,,_a 

catch_all phnse that
covered not only what we might consider mental retaxdation but also any failure
in scholastic performance-pauperism, a.lcoholism, criminali8 musical abilitv
and other social traits interpreted as owing entirely to heredity. One famous
example was a 19lg report Davenport prepared for the Nar,y on "thalassophilia,,
or love of the sea. Davenport argued that the tendency for naval officers to come
from the same family owed to a Mendelian trait for the love of the sea. lgnoring
possible environmental pressures for sons to follow in their father,s footsteps,
Davenport reasoned that since the ,,tendency to wander,, was a racial trait, as it
appeared in Gypsies, Comanches, and Huns, the tendency to wa.nder on the sea
must also be an inherlted trait.

Eugenics, however, was neverjust a science destined for the ivory tower:
a.nother paxt of its mission was to translat€ scientific truths, like thalassophilia,
into public policy. Eugenicists called for tr,vo different kinds of social programs.
A 1926 popularized parnphlet, ,A Eugenics Catechism,,, published by the Ameri_
can Eugenics Society, spelled out re two approaches. Negative eugenics dea]l
"with the elimination of the dysgenic elements from sociew. Sterilization, imnli,
gration legislation, laws preventing the fedile unfrt from manJalg, erc., come
under tiis head." By contrast, positive eugenics dealt .with the forces which tend
upwaxd, or with the furtherarce of hunan evolution. Encouragrng the best
endowed to produce four or more chilclren per family, encouraging the study of
eugenics by all, etc., are positive eugenics', (Americar Eugenics Socieff 1g26,
n p') These policy options had no greater chanpion in the united states thar
Laughlin, who tirelessly promoted eugenic policies throughout the nation.

Although both positive and negative eugenics were possible, I,aughlin, like
his friend Madison Grant, concentrated on the negative aspects. As the "Eugen_
ics Catechism" made cleax, there were three policy choices for proponents of
negauve eugenics: sterilization, immig,ation control, and laws prevenung mar_
riage of eugenic undesirables. Eugenicists had vaxious degrees of success with
these prograrns of action.

As fal as race was concemed, the option of preventing eugenically unde_
sirable maxriages was a nonissue. Marriages between whites and blacks were
lega.lly prohibited long before eugenics became a popular doctrine. Laws against
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miscegenation, interracial marriage, were a mainstay of American legal culture

beginning in the eighteenth century and were not declaxed unconstitutional by

the US Supreme Court until 1967. Even the authoritaxizul Madison Grant admit-

ted that "in a democracy' it would be "a virtual impossibiliW to limit by law the

right to breed to a privileged and chosen few" (Grant 19f6, 47).

Although eugenicists had limited impact on the racial aspect of maxriage

laws they were much more successful in limiting immigration, mainly because

their concerns dovetailed with widespread anxieties about increased immigra-

tion into the United States a.Iter World Wa.r I. Although the United States has long

proclaimed itself a nation of immigrants, such a view waxed and waned accord-

ing to economic a.nd socia.l concems. In the late nineteenth century for example,

concems that cheap labor from China was swamping out "white" jobs in Cali-

fomia led to the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which cut off all immigration

from China. Beginning around the same time, the nature of immigration from

Europe began changing as more and more immigmrts arrived from southern and

eastem Europe, many of them Jewish and Catholic.

By the 1910s immigration had touched off a reaction from many circles.

Labor leadem wolTied about the new irunigra"nts taking iobs from their txadi-

tional constituencies, ard many conservative Americans were concemed that

the new immignmls were politica.l radicals espousing Maxist ideas. Many Amer-

icans worried that the immigrarts were Jewish or Catholic, and thus unable to

assimilate into the traditionally Protestant llnited States.

Eugenicists expressed concern that the new immigra.nts were from inferior

racial stock and would bring with them the biological degradation ofthe Unit€d

States. Madison Grant was especially concemed with the influx of eastem and

southem Europear immigrants, for example the "swamr of Polish Jews" who

were coming to New York Ciff. "While he is being elbowed out of his own home,"

Grant despaired, "the American looks calmly abroad ard urges on othem the sui-

cidal ethics which are cxteminating his own race" (Grant 1916, 81). His chief

disciple Lothop Stoddard agreed: "even within the white world," Stoddard

wrole tn The Risi,ng Tid,e of Color ln 1921, "migrations of lower human tlpes like

those which have worked such havoc in the United States must be rigorously

curtailed. Such migrations upset standarG, sterilize better stocks, increase low

ttpes, and compromise national futues more than wax, revolutions, or native

deterioration" (Stoddard 192 1).

The eugenicists presented their concerns about immigration before Con-

gress in the eaxly 1920s. Representative Albert Johnson, who chaired the House

Committee on Immigration and Naturalization and was also an honorary presi-

dent of the Eugenics Research Association, brought Harry Laughlin before the

conrmittee's 1922 heaxings on immigration reform as an "expert eugenic wit-
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ness." l,aughlin came prepared with an elaborate statistical analysis that tracked
tlle relationships between social ills a:rd race. As early as lgf4, Laughlin hadworked with Judge Harry olson of the psychopathic t aboratory of tfte Munici-pal Court of Chicago on a study tllat showed that irnmigrants were hereditaxily
predisposed to crime; over Zb percent of the juvenile delinquents in Chicago ha.d
foreign-born parents, predominanfly Slavic or Itatian. pointing to poverry as the
cause of crime was mistaken, Laughlin and Olson axgued, because povefty was
created by poor genetic constttutton.

In his testimony before the House Committee, Laughlin e{ended this kindof analysis to include not just crime, but a host of .inadequacies" 
such as fee_

blemindedness, insanity, epilepsy, tuberculosis, blindness, dealhess, deformib/,
and pauperism. "The outstanding conclusion," LaugNin declarecl for the com_mittee, "is that . . . the recent immigrants, as a whole, present a higher percent-
age of inbom socially inadequate qualities tha.n do the older stocks" (Laughlin
1922.75 .

In 1924, Laughlin added another axrow to his quiven the intelligence test.
Alfred Binet had developed intelligence tests in France in lg04 as a way to helpthe Ftench goverrunent educate childien, especially those who had trouble
leaxnhg in tlle regular curriculum. In lg0g, psychologist Henry H. Goddard
brought the tests to the United States. As the director of the Vinetand Tfaining
School for Feeble-Minded Boys and Girls, Goddard sought a tool to help him
classifii his charges to provide them with an education fltting their ab ities. God_
daxd eventually pubtished a eugenic family study of his om, Thz Kallikak Fo,m-ilv: A StudA i,n thc Hered,itA of Feeblemindedness tn lgIZ.

Intelligence testing received an enorrnous boost during World War I when
Stanford psychologist Robert M. yerkes and others developJ a senes of tests tohelp the Army with the inductio
detect the reebremi"d"d b",,. ":Jl1;:";"HT;:fi",ff"fi:f';TilTfitaxy. The Army did not want to have higt y inteltigmt applicants assigned toditch-digging and dull dra-ftees sent to Officer t:aining School. After the wax, intel_
Iigence testing generally, and the Army tests in paxticu.lax, took on new life. The
Army tests showed that black soldiers were far less intelligent than white solders.
This surprised no one and created little stir in the academic communlty until
tftese conclusions were challenged in the lg30s. Of more immediate imporlance
during the 1920s and the great immigntion scaxe were the results that pointed toracial differences among the white inductees. One of the staffpsychologists who
had worked with the Arny, carl Brigham, published u 

'rot.,-" in IgzB from the
Army data. Brigharn declared that only applicants from the Nordic co,ntries faxed
well on the intelligence tests and recommended strict laws forbidding race mix_ing and radicarly curtailhg hmigration of Alpine and Meditenznean stocks. In
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the meantime, Henry H. Goddard gave a series of intelligence tests to recent

immi$arts on Ellis Island and declared that two out of five were feeblerninded.

The result of this widespread intelligence testing together with all of Izugh-

lin's other data a.nd the enormous political populaxity of immigration restriction

caused Congress to pass the Immigration Restriction Act in 1924. Under the 1924

Act, immigration quotas would be set according to the population ratios that

existed in the United States according to the 1880 census. The reason for choos-

ing the census from four and a half decades before the Act was pass€d was

explicitly racial: that year predated the waves of immigration from southem a.nd

eastem Euope. Hence, immigration was encouraged from the Nordic countries

and discouraged from the A.lpine and Mediterranear countries, iust as Madison

Grant had hoped.

The 1924 Immigation Restriction Act had an important effect on racial the'

orists in the United States. Madison Grant's Pa.ssing of the Great Ra,ce patd

almost no attention to "the Negro Problem" in the United States, instead focus-

ing on the dangers of inferior white nacia.l qDes overtaking the heroic Nordics.

However, the I 924 Act solved the problem of hferior white races coming into the

country Additionally, World War I brought with it the "Great Migntion" of blacks

from the ruml south to the urban north as they attempted to leave the authori-

taria:r Jim Crow system, the crushing povefty of the tenant fa.rning system, and

systematic disenfranchisement. Grant, and others, despaired at the growing

number of dark faces they saw on the ciw streets and declaxed that somettring

must be done about it. In his last book, Conquest oJ a Conti,nent, published h
1933 Gra:rt declared that, "The Negro problem must be taken vigorously in hand

by the Whites without delay. States which have no laws preventing the intermax-

riage of white anrl black should adopt them' (Grant 1933, 288). Consequently,

beginning in the 1930s American scientists lost sight of the different white races

and focused increasingly, if not exclusively, on the "black" and "white" races.

The third prograrn of negative eugenics was sterilization. Madison Grant

had proposed mass sterilization, "begiming always with the criminal, the dis-

eased, and the insane, and extending gradually to tJ?es which may be called

weaklings rather than defectives, and perhaps ultimately to wofihless race

Wpes" (Grant 1916,47). However, unlike immigration restriction, in the United

States sterilization was not targeted racially as Grant had urged. The involuntary

sterilization of indMduals who had become public chaxges, especia.lly those

institutionalized, was a paichwork aJfair in the United States, varying widely

from state to state and from institution to institution. The first law requiring com-

pulsory sterilization of criminals, idiots, rapists, or imbeciles was passed in 1907

in Indiana. By 1922, seventeen other states had similar statutes on the books.

These laws were not racially taxgeted but were aimed at institutionalized people
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Harry H. Laughlin (1880-f9$)
Bom in Oskaloos4 low4 Haxry laughlin was raised in Missour| He received a col_
lege degree in 1900 from North Missoui State Nomra.l School in Kirksville, Missouri.
He went onto to Iowa Statc Collegc where he studicd for a short time without
receiving ar advanced degree. Between 1900 and 1902, he taught high school biol
og/ and served in vaxious administrativc posts in the school system in Kirksville. ln

1907, he took a post in the agricutture school at
North Missouri State Normal School where he
had received his degree.

In 1907, laughlin began corresponding with
Charles B. Davenport, who had founded the Sta-
tion for Experimental Evolution at Cold Spring
Haxbor. Davenport was impressed with l,augh-
lin's enthusiasm for matters conceming hered-
iry and offered Laughlin an administrative post
in 1910, directing the Eugenics Record Offrce
(ERO) at Cold Spring Haxbor.

At ERO, laughlin trained eugenics field-
workeF who collected vast amounts of data on
t}le family histories of individuals they had
inlerviewed. laughlin work'-rl hard In organize
and present the data on thc d.mgers of inferior

(Cor,', r of Harry 11 t. tt;,1
C oLle ( | i a n /Pi&lc.r Lib e t1l /
Trunn S ta t e Unil)erci t ! )
breeding that emerged from the fieldworkers' efforG. He also worked haxd to pres-
ent the case for eugenic sterilization. By 1919, Iaughlin had ama-ssed a tturteen_hu-
dred-page docunent on the scientific ard legal case for the eugenic sterilization of
urdesirable individuats but was unable to find a publisher. Laughlin, undaunted,
continued to collect data, $,.orking closely with Judge Harry Olson of the ChicaSo
Psychopathic Iaboratorv on the inherited nature of crime.

In 1922, Laughlin published a meticulou^s ard detailed study entifled Eugeni0ql,
Sterilization in the flnited Srores, which catapulted him into the first rank of
eugeruc experts in the United States. His stature was such that he was asked to
serve as an experl witness on the eugenic d.ulgels of inrmigration in the lg20s h a
series of hearings that led to the passage of the Inmigration Restriction Act of 1924.
Laughlin a.lso sewed as an expert witncss for the state of Virginia in the case ofB?dk
a. BeU that eventually lcd the Supreme Clourt to find that involuntaxy sterilization
was not a violation of the Constitutiol.

In 19:16 the University of Heidelberg, by then under firm Nazi control, awarded
Laughlin an honorary doctorate for his tireless efforts at promoting eugenics. How_
eve! in the tlnited States, Laughlin's stax was fading. Eugenics was increasingly
seen as a political carnpaign with scientilic drcssing rather than as a pure scientific
program. The overt racism of the Nazi regime, morcover, made eugcnics increas_
in$y unpopular as a political prograrn. The Camegie Foundation, which had under_
wfitten l,awhlin's efforts at FIRO, withdrcw its suppoft in 19Jg and he moved back
to his honretown of Kirksville where he died in 1948.
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who had, for one reason or a.nother, become chaxges of the state. The reasons for

these laws, moreover, were not exclusively eugenica.l: some physiciars believed

that sterilization lowered the sex drive, making it easier to manage people under

institutional care. Others simply did not want those who had shown a propensity

to become public charges to have children for whom they cor d not care.

As with immi$ation reform, the champion of compulsory sterilization was

Harry Laughlin, who believed that at least ten percent of the population was

defective ard needed sterilization. He published a number of works between

1914 and 1922 that outlined the legat aspects of involuntarV sterilization. The key

legal problem was that sterilizing people against their will faced the constitu-

tional objection of dcnylng people their rights without due process of law Laugh-

lin drafted, and urged states to adopt, a "Model Sterilization Law," designed to

withstand constitutional challenges.

In 1927, Laughlin played a key role in the Supreme Couft decision in Bzck

?. BelJ, which held that involuntary sterilization was constitutional. The state of

Virginia had attempted to sterilize Carie Buck, feebleminded mother of a fee'

bleminded chilcl, under a sterilization statute based on Laughlin's Model Steril-

ization Law. At the tria.l to detennine the constitutionality of the measure, Laugh-

Iin served as an expert witness, testilying that Caxrie Buck's imrnorality and

feeblenindedness were heredita.ry in nature. In 1927 the Supreme Court decided

tj€t Virginia's actions were constitutional. The renowned jurist, Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr., in issuing the court's opinion wrote, "It is better for all the world if,

instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime or to let them starve

for their imbeciliw, society can prevent those who axe manifestly unfit from con-

tinuing their kind. The principte that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad

enough to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes. . . . Three generations of imbeciles

axe enough" (Buck u. BeU, 208).

Despite the triumph in Buc&, sterilization in the United Stales remained a

haphazard affair The nature of the Arnerica"n federal system left the enactment

of sterilization statutes in the hands of state governments, which meart there

was no central authority for making sterilization decisions. Moreover, despite

Bllcft, there were legal concems as laws needed to be carefully drafted in order

to pass constitutional muster. Moreover, the gua-rantees of freedom of speech

meart that involuntaxy sterilization was always open to public criticism The

Roman Catholic Church was a powerful critic of involuntaxy sterilization and

many scientists, including geneticist Herbert Spencer Jermings and political sci-

entist Joseph Gilman, took public stands against Laughlin's policy recommenda-

tions. Despite the controvercies surrounding involunta4. sterilization, howeve!

between 60.000 and 90,000 Americans were sterilized under various state pro-

grams in the twentieth century.
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German Rassenhggiene

For mary the very term "eugenics" is equivalent to Nazi racism ard the genocide
ofJews, Glpsies, and others under the Nazi regime. However, it bea$ repeating
that neaxly every industrialized country embraced eugenic doctrines in the eaxly
twentieth century Only in Nazi Germany, however, did eugenical thinking play a
substantial role in genocide. There was no inevitable relationship betlveen
eugerucs, even racist eugenics, and genocide, but this does not change the fact
tlat under the Nazi regime, genocide was the result.

Just as the United States had Madison Grant, Germany had rts own cham_
pion of Nordicism in Hans n K. G0nther (139l_196g). His most popula.r work,
Rassenkunde des d,anLschen Volkes (Racia) Studies of the Gerunart people) was
published in lg22 and went through fourteen editions by lg30. Gtinther drew on
all those who went before him, including Gobineau, Chanberlain, and Gmnt, but
his greatest inJluence was Lapouge. Uke Lapouge, Giinther presented himself as
a pure scientist, unaffected by sentimenta.liw and race mysticism. For Giinther,
like Lapouge and Grant, science had proven that the Nordic was the best race

.ti*iii

Nazi otJiciak use calipers to me1L9ure an ethnic Gennans nse. The Nazis d,euetDped,
a sAstem oJfacidl measurement that sup?tosedlA d,etennined racial d,escent. (Hutton_
D eu ts c h C olle c ti olt/C o r b i s )
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and the Nordic's natural home was Scandinavia, Germany, Britain, Holland, and

the United States. Giinther accepted Izpouge's estimate ttrat there were 25 mil-

lion Nordics in the United States a.nd l0 million in Britain.

Giinther.ioined the Nazi pa.rty in 1932, a yeax before Hilter's rise to por /er'

In 1933, Gi.inther was given a chair at the UniveNity of Jen4 Emst Haeckel's old

university. Although the faculW at the universiw objected to his appointment,

Lapouge, who wrote a stirring letter of recommendation, guided it a.long. In fact,

Giinther's position was professor of anthroposociolos/, the field named by

Lapouge. Wilhelm FYick, the Nazi official in chaxge of the region, eventually

appointed Gunther over faculty objections. Hitler himself attended Giinther's

inaugural address.

Giinther was the most famous of the Nordicist writers in Germany, but

Nordicist doctrines also appeaxed from other scientists who embraced eugen-

ics. One of the most importart wzrs Alfred Ploetz (1860-1940). Ploetz's book 72€

Fitness oJ Our Ro,ce a'nd the Protecti'on oJ the Weah, published in 1895, under-

scored the sarne question that Daxwin had faced: does the modern world pro-

tect the weak from extermination and thus operate against natural selection?

Herbert Spencer's solution to this problem was to embrace unfettered competi-

tion and a minimalist government. Ploetz was a socialist and rejected Spencer-

ian laissez-faire in favor of govemmental progmrns to improve the environment

and to improve human breeding: irnproving hygiene not only for individuals, but

also for the race. Ploetz coined a new term for his progran|']. RassenhAgiene or

"race hygiene."

What Ploetz meart by "race" was not always cleax in his wfiting. At times

he wrote as if the Gerrnans were a race, at other times as if all white people were

a race, and still other t rres he wrote as if he meant the entire "human race " That

being said, tiere is no doubt that he considered the white race, and the Nordic

race particularly, to be superior to all others. Ploetz was a member of a secret

Nordicist organization called the Mittga-rtbund. In 1905 Ploetz and others

founded the Society for Racial Hygiene, and Ploetz organ2ed a secret Nordic

society within that group. By 1909, the secret became public when membersNp

in the Sociery for Racia.l Hygiene was limited to "whites" or "Nordics." However,

and unlike the Nazi theorists who would follow him, Ploetz believed that German

Jews were included in the broad category of "Aryan' since they had intermingled

with the Germars for so long.

Another important founder of German eugenics was Wilhelm Schallmayer

(1857-1919), whose frst eugenic work was published in l89I as Concemi'ng the

Tht'eatening Phusical Degeneration oJ Ciui.lize'tl Humanita. Herc, Schallmayer

warned of the increasing &ag that "defective individuals" had on the selection

process and the welfaxe of the German nation. Schallnayer achieved a certain
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doctor at Auschwitz. Mengele sent back body pafis, palticularly eyes, from twirs
who were shipped to the carnp. Mengele also conducted studies at Auschwitz by

idecting Jews, G)'psies, and othens with tlphus and tlphoid to determine il
resistance to disease was racial in nature.

As the careers of the directors of KWI show, some scientists suffered under

Nazi rule, while others flourished. When Adolph Hitler ca.me to power in 1933,

Nazi Germany overtook the United States as the leading eugenical state. Rudolph

Hess, a highlevel N^zi functionary, made the phrase "Nationa.l Socialism is Noth-

ing but Applied Biologr' famous, but it actually originated in the medical litera-

ture that embraced National Socialism even before 1933.

Historians have conceptualized the applied biolog/ of the Nazis in two

ways. The first is the "selectionist" metaphor, which viewed the world as

engaged in a struggle of race against race, and the surwival of the fittest

demanded racial puriry and the elimination of racial inferiors. This view is clear-

est in N^zi propaganda calling for the elimination ofJews, Gypsies, and Slavs as

a Daxwinian imperative. The second is the "organicist" metaphor in which soci-

ety is like an organism and each group within soc:iety needed to keep in its place

for the organism to function correctly. In Nordicist tems, this meart that the

Nordics would be the leaders, the brain, and the Alpine and Mediterranean races

would be the workers, the hands or feet. This yiew accounts for Nazi propaganda

that painted Jews as "parasites" on the Aryan body. Rats were a common Nazi

metaphor for Jews; the Nazis axgued that such parasites needed to be eliminated.

Eugenic laws cane quickly under the Nzui regime. A few months a-fter com-

ing to power, the Nazi govemment passed the Law for the Prevention of Geneti-

cally Diseased Offspring, aimed at sterilizing those carrying hereditary defects.

The Nazis instituted a.n elaborate svstem of "Genetic Health Coufts" to ensure

that a.ll whom they sterilized had adequate legal protections. Across the Atlantic,

America:r eugenicists were delighted. Harry Laughlin boasted that the German

law was based on his own Model Sterilization Law. Indeed, Laughlin received an

honorary doctorate from the University of Heidelberg in 1936 for his work in

eugenics. Paul Popenoe editorialized in the Jozmo] o:f HereditA that the German

law was not racist h origin and the legal safeguaxds in place would prevent any

possible abuse. A few months later, American eugenicists greeted with joy the

extension of the sterilization laws to cover "habitua.l criminals." American

eugenicists admired the Gerrnan system which, unlike the fr-ustrating patchwork

state-by-state system in the United States, er\joyed a strong centra.l authoriry b
guarantee the eugenic puritJ of the country Further laws followed the steriliza-

tion law. In 1935, Hitler signed into law thrce measures olten called the "Nurem-

berg Laws." These laws stripped non-Aryans of citizenship, prohibited the mar-

riage ofJews and Aryans, and required all couples wishing to many to submit to
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medical exarninations to ensure the purity of the race. By 1939, the urge to purifi/

the race would take another step beyond preventing the conception of inferior
chilfuen: the elimination of children whose lives the Nazi eovernment deemed

not worth living.

In 1939 Hitler signed an order directing physiciars to determine if institu-

Uonalized patients who were incurably ill should be granted a mercy killing by

the state. Thirs would relieve the state and the German people of caxrying the load

of "racially valueless" people. By 1941, the Nazis had euthanized over 70,000 hos-

pitalized people under this program. The Nazis tested and improved many of the

technical aspects of the Shoah, or Holocaust, in the medical elimination of lives

deemed not worth living: the gassing, the transport of prisoners so as to not

induce panic, and the use of these deaths to advarce medical hrowledge.

The Nazi regime, of course, culminated in the paroxysm of destruction

called the Shoah. Schola$ have written literally thousa:rds of books on the Nazi

genocide ofJews, Gypsies, and others in the search for ar explanation for these

atrocities. Scientific ideas about race certainly were not solely responsible for
all the horrors produced by Nazis, but it is worth noting two aspects of science

that were significant a-nd tell us something about the relationship between sci-

ence and society. One of th€ lessons of Darwinian racism was that not all lives

were equal in va.lue and hence society should not feax the death of some infe-

rior individuals. Certainly that was the lesson of Lapouge and Haeckel. Ploetz

and Schallmayer axgued that the eugenic imperatives of Darwinism trumped

traditiona.l moral inhibitions against killing because these were inferior lives.

This view was not limited to European Darwinists. "The laws of nature," Madi-

son Grant declared, "require the obliteration of the unfit, and human life is valu-

able only when it is of use to the community or rare" (Grant 19f6, 45). The

United States, however, never wed this ideolos/ to political power as happened

under Hitler
The second way that science contributed to the Nazi genocide was by pro-

viding the appearance of a value-neutral judgment on the wofih of some human

lives. Science repoded "the facts" about human inequalities, and to object to "the

facts" on sentimental grorurds was foolish. As an illustration, consider the fates

of the two chief ideologues of the Nazi regime: Alfred Rosenberg and Hans E K.

Giinther. Rosenberg was paxt of the Nazi inner circle and his racial writings,

notably Fowdnti,ons of the Truentieth Centary, echoed the race mysticism of
Houston Stewa-rt Chamberlain. A.fter the war, Rosenberg was hanged as a wal
criminal. Giinther, by contrast, lived a full life aller the war and continued to pub-

lish until his deatl in 1968. Because he was a scientist, and science was divorced

from political concems, he was immune from the ramifications of his writings. A

more chilling exarnple is that of Otma.r von Verschuer, the direct benefrciary of
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the immense human suffering at Auschv/ik, who continued to serve on the

boards of scientific joumals until his death in 1969.

After World War tr, the science of race would uldergo a stunning transfor-

mation. Science, which had provided a substantial underpiming for racist doc-

trines before the War, worj.ld be eruolled against racist concepts aiterwaxd. Even

as the Nazis rose to power in the 1930s, the frurdamental doctrines of scientific

racism were under attack. After the War the objectMry of science would be dedi-

cated to denying the futh of racial differences, a complete reversal of orientation.
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The Retreat of Scientift.c Racism,
1890-1940

y the 1890s, race had become the m4jor organizing principle of the biolog-

ical, human, and social sciences, and the scientific study of race was

alforcled widespread ideological and institutional sa.nction. We have

explored the reasons that a worldview based on race becarne established What is

remarkable is that, given its solid establishment, this worldview ever got under-

mined. Why should it have fallen into disrepute and eventually have vanished

almost completely? So entrenched were its assumptions about racial 5pes, racial

hierarchy, and racial struggle that its retreat ard ultimate decline come as nothing

short of a su4)rise. We need to ask why and how those assumptions ever began to

be questioned, and why the racial theories that had served the sciences so well for

a century or more began even at the peak of their inlluence to break down.

The retreat of scientific racism began in the 1890s and had multiple and

complex causes-scientific, political, and social. Among the scientific rea-sons

was the rise of cultural anthropolos/ and of population genetics, both of which

helped to question the notion of fxed and stable racial [pes. Ethnography in

particular, the central method of cultual anthropolos/, threw doubt on the Euro-

centrism by which those tlpes had been ordered With the breakdown of the

racial hierarchy, the denigration of Africans, Asiars, Native Arnericans, and Iati-

nos began to look less like a rational scientific conclusion and more like a pathol-

ogl, and sociologists and social psychologists-influenced by the ethnographers'

egalitaxian ideals----studied it as a new phenomenon they called racism. Both the

term and the concept of racism were inventions of the 1930s. Meanwhile the new

population genetics and a new, more subtle, liberal eugenics a.llowed for impor-

tant environmental influences on all malner of traits and questioned the older

eugenic inlluence on single genes as causes of complex mental and moral char-

acteristics. The new genetics, with its focus on populations as continuously vary-

ing goups of individuals, directly opposed the nineleenth-century ethnologists'

search for unchanging mcial essences.

But the rise of new sciences, and of new directions in established sciences,

r29
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cannot alone account for the retreat of scientific racism, political and socia.l

causes were also crucial. The composition of the scientific elite was changing:

leftists of all twes, from moderate liberals to socialists ard Marxists, found rep-
resentation arnong the geneticists, while women, African Americans, and Jews,
many of whom were also leftists, made up a significart fraction of anthropolo-
gists, sociologists, and psychologists. The changing demography ofthe sciences,
the increase in ferna.le and minority members in their ranks, had a definite
impact on theoretical perspectives ard methods. Moreover, the political con-
texts in which these sciences were done were broadly influential. In the wake of
World Wax I, there were race riots in more than twenw American cities, alrd a
revived Ku Klux Kla.n terrorized the African American population throughout the
1920s. These clea-r evidences of racial artagonism shaped the efforts of liberal
social scientists to use their science to work for justice and democracy. In the
1930s the Great Depression proved that poverty could happen to a.nybody and
was not an outcome of bad gencs; and late in that decade the Holocaust showed
the horrible extremes to which scientifically sanctioned racism could go.

Though World War II and its aftennath marked the official end of scientifi-
cally sanctioned racism and the establishment of a new liberal orthodoxy on
race, the decline of the race concept began decades earlier. That decline was not
the automatic consequence of any single political, social, or scientific cause, but
resulted from a complex of causes in combination-scientists with new profes-
sional goals, working in changed political and social circumstances, and slowly
becoming aware of the powcr of thet sciences to effect social charge. The
retreat of scientific racism was thus a.n incremental process. There was no defin-
itive break from the past or sudden overthrow of reigning ideas but rather a gmd-
ual chipping away at a grand and imposing edifrce. The questioning of nine-
teenth-century racial assumptions grew out of the very sciences that those
assumptions had suppofted. The new ideas that replaced the traditiona.l ones
appear radica.lly different in retrospect because we lmow the outconte to which
they ultimately led. But at the time they were intended as variatiorN or rrnprove-
ments on well-established themes. This kind of continuity can be seen in nearly
all the scientific developments discussed here, in anthropologr, psychologv, soci-
olos/, and genetics. Nowhere is it more clea-rly demonstrated than in the career
and work of the anthropologist Franz Boas.

Boas and the Culture Concept

No one person in the first half of the twentieth century did more to defeat sci-
entific racism than Boas. Of course he did not do so single-handedly. Even more
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importa"nt, he was definitely a Janus-faced figure, strongly rooted in the tradi-

tions of nineteenth-century anthropometry even as he laid the foundations of a

new science of culture and a new approach to race. Boas could not have fore-

seen the ends to which his critique would lead, and he would not have always

agreed with them. Still, his critique was an essential starting point. Boas's

anthropologl basically broke apad the link between race, language, and culture

that the nineteenth-century ethnologists held dear' He thus separated biology

from culture, and placed culture on its own autonomous level-looking at cul-

tures as independent, integrated wholes that must be understood on their own

tems ard judged only by their own values, not by a Eurocentric stzndaxd' In

doing so, Boas cast serious doubt on the validity of the concept of race and

established a relativistic view of culture that became paradigmatic not only in

anthropolory but in all the other social sciences as well by the mid-lwentieth

century. Boas rejecied the evolutionary racial hierarchy of the nineteenth cen-

tury that axrayed the races of man in singular linear hierarchical sequence of

savagery, ba.rbarism, and civilizal ion.

Boas (1858-1942) was born in Minden, Germany, into a family of Jewish lib-

erals and freethinkers. Though Boas always strongly identified himself as Ger-

man both before and after his inrmigration to the United States, his Jewishness

made him culturally maxginal in both places. In 1881 he received a Ph.D in

physics, with a minor in geography, after studying at the universifies of Heidel-

berg, Bonn, and Kiel, with a dissertation on laboratory studies of the color of sea-

water. These early studies raised the problem of the extent to which the subjec-

tive perception of the observer detemined what was considered to be reality.

To pursue the problem of the relationship between obseNer and reality, the

psychological and the physical, knowledge of nature and nature itself, Boas trav-

eled to Baffinland in the Arctic Circle in 1883. There, living among the Inuit' he

studied how the members of an entirely foreign culture understood and per-

ceived the physical world around them. In the notebook he kept during his

ethnographic freldwork, he expressed the relativistic view of cultue that would

become a hallmark of his cultural a.nthropolos/. He questioned the notion that

his own society could be considered more advanced thar that of the sccalled

savages. He concluded that the idea of a cultured individual was a relative one:

while the Inuit were not cultured according to the Europears, the Euopears

were not cultured according to the Inuit.

In 1886 and again in 1888 Boas traveled to Vancouver, British Columbia, to

live among the Kwakiutl, the Native Americans whose way of life, folklore, tra-

ditions, ancl beliefs he spent years studying, collecting, and interpreting These

travels and studies resulted in an 1894 article, "Humar Faculty as Detemined by

Race" (in Proceed'illgs oJ thl 'L4'1'S), which was his earliest public expression of
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antiracism. Here he specifically attacked Herbert Spencer's notion of the inferior
mental capacity of the so-called lower races, using the Kwakiufl as an exa.mple
to disprove Spencer's claim that savages were inattentive. This use of ethno_
graphic examples to counter sociocultural evolutionism formed the basis for
Boas's 1911 volume, The Mirul, oJ Frimitiue Man.

In 1887 he emigrated from Germany to the United States. After some diff-
cdty he obtained a position at Claxk University, in Worcester, Massachusetts,
a.nd later at Columbia University, where he spent the remainder of his career.
Flom 1896 to 1906 he was also associated with the American Museum of Natural
History in New York CiW.

In 1887, Boas became involved in a conhoversy with Otis Mason and John
Wesley Powell, the dominant Arnerican ethnologists, which shows Boas's devel-
oping views on cultual relativism. Mason and powell, both unilineax evolutionists,
believed that each materia.l object-from whatever culture it originated_should
be classified according to tlpe-tool, weapon, or musical irstrunent_and
a-rranged according to the evolutionary stage of cultural development that it tyl}'
ified. Boas, on the other hand, grouped all the items from a single tribal culture
and axgued that each culture must be rcpresented as a whole, as neither higher
nor lower than any othet with objects displayed in their original cultural con_
texts. His impulse was historical and descriptive, rejecting Mason and powell,s

evolutionism.

In the 1890s Boas pursued two lines of inquiry. The first, while he was at
Claxk, was a study of growth in the schoolchildrcn of Worcester, Massachusetts,
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concluding that physical differences between them were due to differences in

the pace of their development, which was a mixture of hereditary and environ-

mental influences. The second was hls study of Native American populations,

particulaxly his focus on the "Half Blood Indian," in which he found that race

mixing did not impair fertiuw, that in some cases it had "a favorable effect upon

the race," ard that the "half bloods" tended to be taller (Boas, 189ryf940, 140).

Both of these studies show Boas as a physical anthropologist working within a

Galtonian tradition of anthropometry. In this tradition, in 1903 Boas began his

studies of headform, and from 1908 to 1910 he caxried out a major anthropo

metric project-"Changes in Bodily Form of Descendants of knmigmnts"-for

the United States Congress Immigration Commission. This was the sarne com-

mission that suppoted the Immigration Restriction Act of 1924, but Boas man-

aged to get funding from it to pursue his own project. His findings were not in

keeping with the rest of the Conmission's, though Boas himself, a creature of his

era, was not entirely opposed to immigration restriction.

In his study Boas, assisted by his graduate students at Columbi4 took body

measurements on neaxly 18,000 people, in schools, private homes, a.nd at Ellis

Island, representing what were believed at the time to be the mqjor European

Wpes: Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean. He noted the differences between the

body and headforms of the nmigant parents-Neapolitans, Sicilians, eastem

European Jews, Poles, Hungarians, and Scots-and their U.S. born children. Nei-

ther body type nor cepha.lic index remained stable once the second generation

was removed to a new environment. The American surroundings and upbringing,

Boas concluded, produced changes even in those aspects of bodily form thought

to be most unchangeable and considered therefore the best indicators of racial

type. Boas's hndings directly chatlenged the assumption of the stabiliry of head-

form and therefore of the entire bDe concept. As he wrote in a paper based on

his report for the Commission, when discussing race, "we must speak of a plas-

ticiry (as opposed to pemranence) of [.pes" (Boas 1912/1940,7I).

Boas found that changes in physical tlpe vaxied directly with the length of
time elapsed between the arriva.l of the mother in the United States and the birth

of her child, a result that showed the effect of environment. A population could

not be reduced to a pure tlpe, nor could any one indMdual be definitely identi-

fied as one tlpe or another, because tlpes overlap, and individuals falling within

the overlap could belong to either type. Such a hnding shows that Boas was at

this point stil trying to clarify the tlpe concept-still, ttrat is, working very much

within the framework of nineteenthtentury physical anthropologr and formu-

lating criticisms that had occrrred to the likes of Otto Amrnon. But in the yeaxs

a.fterward, Boas's critique became increasingly radical as his skepticism of the

bpe concept grew. Tlpe, he argued, is only an arbitrary classification, not indica-
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tive of a natural kind. Vaxiation within the type is greater than between tlpes, ard
in a local population isolated from other groups, subtrues could develop. All of
these criticisms of the tlpe concept and emphasis on the vaxiability of popula_
tions were later echoed and expanded by poputation geneticists during the evo_
lutionary synthesis of the l930s

Boas's critique of the ry,pe concept helped him to undercut the traditional
assumption of the hierarchy of races , and in The Mittd, of I'rimitiae Man he seI
out his theoretical altemative. The main theses of the book were that race must
be separated from tanguage and culture, which were to be treated as independ_
ent variables; that the racial superiority of Anglo-sarons has no basis; that the
obselver must adapt his mind to the culture observed; and that there is no
unbridgeable gap between primitive and civilized cultures. Many of the differ-
ences between so-called primitive and civilized men were in fact not raciar but
environmental ard cr tural. If tJpes could no longer be reliably defined, and if
hereditary and environmental influences could not be easily distinguished, then
the idea that one race was superior to another in menta.l abilitv must also be
abandoned. Individuals must be treated as individuals and not as members of a
tjrpe. These were new ideas for the time, but even in them Boas showed his debt
to an earlier era. He still spoke in terms of civilized and primitive and believed
that the latter was the true subject of ethnography. And though he argued for
egalitaxianism, he stin belie.ved that on the whole Negroes were inJ.erior to
whites-though many of them were just as capable as whites.

The Mind oJ p?-imiti,ae Man set out Boas's anthropological definition of
culture as historical (changing and developing over time), relativistic (taking
cultures on their own terms, ard fostering a respect for difference and diver_
siw), integrated, determinative of behavior, and plurar. In the firsr generatron
of Boas's students, in the lgl0s, one finds frequent use of the word ..cultures,"

in the plural. This use is in striking contrast to the socioculturar evolutionists
Tllor, Lubbock, and Mclennan, who used ,,culture,' in the sin€lular and as pres-
ent to a greater or lesser extent in all peoples. In The Mind of p?"Lmitiae Man
Boas argued that seemingly similar phenomena might stem from diverse cul-
tural causes and not be the result of ttre mind passing through linear evolu_
tionary stages. He constantly emphasized local ethnographic study and the his_
tories ofindividual cultures and critiqued evolutionary hierarchies ol marriage
forms, mlth, ard religion. His focus was always on the tlifferences a.mong peo_
ples rather than on their commonalities. Taken together, these ideas repre-
sented a radical depaxture from nineteenth_century evolutionism, even if Boas
himself was formed in that mold and it was really his students who lulfilled his
radical suggestions. For exampre, in lglr Boas still made reference to the-genius of a people," a phrase reminiscent of the nineteenth_century typolo_
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gists. Boas meart it in a cultural rather than racial way, but it does show that

he was not always consistent in his individualist emphasis and still sometimes

thought in terms of tlpes.

The anthropological concept of culturs-fully worked out by Boas's stu

dents-rejected the Spencerian idea of evolution from simple to complex, frorn

savage to civilized societies progressing along a single line and judged by a sin-

gle, European, standard of value. In the Boasian framework, values were relative

and ethnocentrism was rejected. Taik of plural czltzres replaced that of cultural

stages. Behavior was determined not by heredity or race but by the culture in

which a person lived. And the folklore or mltholos/ of a people was particulaxly

important for getting to the heaxt of tleir culture.

Boas and his students represented not only a theoretical departure from

the armchair evolutionaxy anthropologists of the nineteenth century but a prG'

fessiona.l one as well, The Boasians saw themselves as scientific professionals,

made so by their ethnographic fleldwork, :tnd looked down on their amchair

predecessors as speculative a.rnateurs. Spencer's culling of facts about savages

from travel books in his study could not have been more different from the

Boasians tiving for extended periods as participa.nt-obserr'ens among the peoples

whom they were studying. In 1905 the Boasians took over the najor professional

anthropological sociew-the American Anthropological Association-and by

the I920s they were a dominar.tt force in anthropology.

The Boasians' impact on and relationship to physical anthropolosl was a

complex one. How much direct impact the Boasians' cultural anthropolosr had

on physical anthropologr is an open question; for the most paxt the two bra.nches

of the science seem to have worked in parallel, rather than in dftect confronta-

tion. ln the 1920s and 1930s physical anthropologl was a discipline in crisis, with

little agreement among its practitioners on its proper subject matter or meth-

ods-and the Boasians seized on a"nd critiqued such perceived wealmess. On the

other hand, despite the disciplinary chaos, the physical anthropologists were

more mainstrearn and more conservative than the Boasia"n cultural anthropolo-

gists and held positions of power and prestige in scientifrc institutions. The

Boasians therefore had to accommodate to them, coexist, and in some cases

even cooperate with them. The coexistence of these two groups of anthropolo-

gists that were at a basic level deeply opposed to each other-the typologists and

racists of physical anthopolory and the relativists and egalitadaN of cultural

anthropologr-demonstrates well the politics of a divided discipline and also

shows the limits of the Boasiar critique. Such a critique could never become too

radical lest it lose the suppoft of representatives of mainstrea.n institutions aJrd

funding sources. The examples of Ales Hrdlicka, Earnest A. Hooton, and Claxk

Wissler clearly demonstrate how this coexist€nce worked.
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Hrdlicka (1869-1943), an M.D. and physical anthropologist, was curator of
antluopolos/ at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.-a central and
powerful location for the science. He was an immigra.nt from Bohemia, but in
contrast to Boas's situation there were no liberal politics associated with his eth-
nic status. Hrdlicka cooperated with the notorious racist Madison Grant on the
measurement of World War I army recruits and was a member of the racist ard
eugenist Galton Society. Hrdlicka's best Imown work, Old, Americans, arg\ed
tllat the most recent immigrants to America rvere beginning to resemble the ,,old

Americars" (those with four grandparents bom in the U.S.) in statue and bodv
type, but he never used these findings to combat immigration restriction, on
which question he always remained neutral. He represented the immrgranr oul-
sider who adopted mainstrean racist attitudes----or at least an attitude of scien-
tifrc neutra.liry-in order to be accepted in powerful scientific circles. And yet
Boas supported and encouraged [Irdlicka, especially in Hrdlicka's editorship of
the American Journal oJ Phusical AnthropologA.

Ear-nest Hooton (1887-1954) was even more central to the discipline of
physica.l anthropolog/ and cooperated even more closely with Boas. Hooton was
professor of physical anthropologr at Haxvaxd for forty years and held views on
race reflecting the racist conventions that prevailed in the sciences up to World
War II. The four great groups of mankind-Negroids, Mongoloids, Whites, and
Composites-were divided into races, and the different physical qualities of each
race were associated with different mental and temperarnental characteristics.
Hooton rejected Boas's conclusion that changes in skull shape reflect charging
environmental conditions and from the mid-1920s on tumed to the study of the
biological basis of criminality. Hooton's work in this axea definitely hearkened
back to an earlier tradition of criminal anthropolo$/, a-rguing that criminals con-
tribute to the degeneration or de-evolution of humankind and that patterns in
crime were associated with different races and nationalities. That his work in
this area was largely ignored by the scienffic comnunity signifies the change in
opinion on the legitimacy of biologica.l determinism on the eve of World War II.

Yet Hooton and Boas worked together in the mid-lgg0s to try to dlajt a
statement to define race scientifically in response to the Naz i prograrn of raciat
hygiene that the Germans were making public. The anthopologists whom
Hooton ard Boas consulted never came to any consensus on the matter of race,
rellecting the lack of consensus in tJle discipline as a whole. public opposition to
mclsm by artlropologists speaking as a communiry did not appeax until after
1938. But despite their failure with this initial statement, Hooton continued to
support Boas in the latter's attempts to reach a wide public audience, and in 1g36

Hooton himself published his own statement on race in which he criticized the
crimes comrnitted by y/hites in the name of racial purity. yet he was also both
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openly and privately critical of Boas, calling him an environmental extremist on

matters of race whose views were shaped by the fact that Boas was Jewish.

Hooton's support for antiracism was thus tempered by his political consenr'atism

and his general pessimism about humankind, and throughout his long and pow-

erful caxeer he both supported and criticized Boas.

The third example of a physical anthropologist who worked with Boasiars

even while disagreeing with them is Clark Wissler (1870-194D. Wissler studied

psychologr and anttuopologr at Columbia, in part with Boas. He succeeded

Boas as curator of anthropolory at the American Museum of Natural History in

New York City, yet never became a Boasian. Wissler was a member of the Galton

Socieff's inner circle and believed in such traditional ethnocentric ideas as the

margindlity of daxk-skinned peoples, the superiority of Nordics, and the passage

of each culture through rigid stages from primitive to civilized. Yet because of

Wissler's central position at the Museum, the Boasians Y/ho worked there had to

cooperate with him. Moreover, Wissler was a member of the Committee on Sci'

enffic Problems of Human Mi$ailon, one of a mrmber of such govemment-

funded scientific committees that served as cleaxinghouses for grants and suP

port of research. The Migration committee $/as set up to work for immigration

restriction, yet it funded at least one Boasiar, Melville Herskovits. On this com-

mittee and others like it, scientists of markedly different opinions on race had to

cooperate and coexist. Wissler's cooperation with and support ol his Boasian

opponents demonstrates the importance of this professional coexistence.

Boasian Anthropologu and. Black Folklore

Boas and a number of his students took m4ior strides in the fight against scien-

tific racism ttrough their theoretical contributions and by cultivating a profes-

sional demeanor that they contrasted to the speculative evolutionists. They also

established and maintained contacts a-nd associations with African American

intellectuats. Boas, for example, a.Uied himself professionally and personally

with W. E. B. Du Bois (1868-1963), a leader in the stmggle for black equality and

a maior thinker on matters of race in the first hall of the twentieth century. Even

before he began his association with Boas, Du Bois had developed a line of

thought similar to the antlropologist's, axguing that rare must be distinguished

from culture and ttrat race is not a biological category Boas, for his paxt' sym-

pathized with Du Bois's radical arguments for equality and integration. Boas

opposed the case made by Du Bois's rival Booker T. Washington' who advocaied

a slower progran of progress in which black people must accommodate them-

selves to the inequities of American society and focus on gaining technical and
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industrial training rather than higher education. In 1896, Du Bois, who had

received a doctorate in sociolosr from Harvard University, published Tfte

Philadelphia Negro, an ethnography based on his participant-obsen'ation in that
community; the following yea-r he became a professor of economics and histonr
at Atlanta University. At Atlanta, Du Bois initiated an ambitious project to study

all aspects of Negro life and culture and imagined each aspect being revisited
and updated every ten years for a century.

In 1906, Du Bois invited Boas to paxticipate in one of the conferences
organized around the longitudinal study, and also to give the commencement

address at Atlanta Universiw. Boas used the oppodunity to heighten the stu-

dents' awaxeness of and pride in their African ancestry. Du Bois later described
the impact that Boas's speech made on him: "FYanz Boas came to Atlanta Uni
versity where I was teaching History in 1906 and said to the graduating class: You

need not be ashamed of your African past; and then he recounted the historv of
black kingdoms south of the Sahara for a thous;urd years. I was too a-stonished

to speak. All of this I had never hezlrd and I came then a]rd a.fterwards to realize
how the silence and neglect of science can let truth utterly disappear or be

unconsciously distorted" (Du Bois, Black FoLk Then arul No,Lr, 1939, vii). Du Bois
also wrote that "Dr. Boas has done more to cleax away the mjrth of inherent race

differences than any living scientist" (Du Bois 1941, 190).

In 1910 Du Bois left Atlanta to focus on social activism, becoming an ofn-
cer ofthe newly organized National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People and editor of its joumal The Cri.sis. He invited Boas a"nd the Comell zool-
ogist Burt G. Wilder to the first conclave of the NAACR where they delivered the
opening addresses. Boas also spoke at the meeting the following year, publish-

ing his talk in The Crisis. He maintained his allia"nce with Du Bois, the NAACP
and their fight for integration and equality until his death.

Boas also encouaged a.nd helped to institutionalize the study of Negro folk-
lore. He had always considered the investigation of folklore a key mcthod of
understanding a cultue and had founded the American Folklore Socieff (AFS) in
1888. In the 1920s Boas and Elsie Clews Parsons (1875-1941), an independentty
wealthy anthropologist who trained with Boas and worked with him at the ./ou ?.

nal, o:f American FoLklore (JAFI,), made an intensive effort to recruit ard trair
black graduate students both to collect Negro folklore ard to take anthropomet-
ric measurements on black people. The JAFL dedicated fourteen issues between
1917 and 1937 to studies of Negro folklore by such prominent black anthropola
gists as Arthur Fauset, Zora Neale Huston, Arthur Schombug, Alain Locke, ard
Carter Woodson.

Fauset (1899-1983)-the younger brother of Jessie Redmon Fauset, a
Harlem Renaissance novelist and the literary editor of ThE Crisis-was ul
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Zora Neale Hurston (f89f-1960)
Writer and antluopologist Zora Neate Huston wa.s born in Eatonville, Florid4 the first
Afticar American town incorporated in the United States. Her father, Jolur Huston,
was a tluee-time mayor of the town, ard she was educated in an a.ll-black communitv
that emphasized self-reliarce. As a teenager, she lcft home and worked in va-rious

menial positions in Baltimore, Maxyland, before

- getting a high school diploma ftom a prepara,

tory school operated by Morgan College in
1918. Hurston then moved to Washington, D.C.,

and becarne a parl-time student at Howaxd Uni-
versity from 1919-192,1. There she worked with
philosopher Alain Locke, one of the leaders of
the New Negro Movement, which celebrated
the literarf,/ and artistic a.ccomplishmenls of

(Libftrry oJ Congress)

Africar Americars. With Locke's encourage-
ment, Hunjton begar writing fiction, publishing
in both Howaxd Universiry's literaxy magazine
a d in WorT?tnitA, a m4or outlet for New

', Negro wdters.
In 1925, Hu-rston moved to the heart of t}le

. New Negro Movement, New York Ciff where
she continued to publish. She eruolled as a student at Baxnaxd College and in 1928

becarne the first African American graduate there. While at Bamaxd, Hurston took
classes from Ftarz Boas, which increased her interest in African American folldore.
Between 192? and 1932, Hurston made several ethnological trips through the Aneri-
can South to collect folldore under the sponsorship of Charlotte Osgood Mason, a
white patron of folklore activities. Huston's fichon increasingly demonstxat€d her

anthropologist trained at the University of Perusylvania. Though not a Boas stu-

dent, Fauset published in the JAIi'L and was supported financially by Parsons in
his fieldwork in the American South, the Caribbean, and Nova Scotia. Fauset's

work clearly demonstrated the diversity of the African American experience and
pointed out the problems with stereotypes about black people. In his collection
of Folldnre Jrom Nooa Scotia (1931), Fauset wrote that, despite conunon stereo-
types, Negroes who lived in Nova Scotia did not want to move fr[ther south
because they did not like hot weather Nova Scotia Negroes also did not shaxe

common folktales that were well hrown among black populations of the south-
em United States. Fauset's emphasis tiuoughout was on the vaxiabiliw of Negro
cultues (in the plural) and the great extent to which they adapted and changed

in new contexts-a thoroughly Boasian theme.

Another exarnple of a folklorist and anthropologist supported by pa.rsons
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interest in African Americar folklore as evidenced by her first novel Jonahb Gourd'

Vine (l9M), which was cdticized for tetting the folklore overwhelm the plot.

Hurston's fiction was also criticized for rmderplaying or ignoring white oppression.

In 1934, with a Rosenwald Fellowship, Hurcton eruolled in graduate school,

studying anthropolos/ with Frarz Boas at Columbia- Ftustrated with the extensive

library reseaxch required ior Ph.D. study, llurston never completed the Ph.D. degee.

However, she did publish nunerous works on her fieldwork in folklore, notably

Mul.es and. Men n 1935, which focused on gender relationships within the African

American community.
Africar Americar folklore also played a role in Hwston's most celebrated novel,

Thetr Eaes Were Watu:hi:ng God. (1937), a celebration of Africar Americar folkways.

ln the 1940s, llur5ton continued to do fieldwork and publish novels and stories.

However, she was increasingly frustrated by the reception of her work within the

anthropological community. white scholars often objected to her work as lacking

ohiectivity ard many questioned whether African Americars had sufficient distarce

from their communities to be reliable recorders of their own culture. Her fiction a.lso

began to suffer poor reception, and a scardal involving false chaxges that Hurston

had seduced a sixteen-year-old retarded boy shook her reputation in the Aftican

Anerican communiw.

By the 1950s, Hurston had been reduced to working as a domestic servart for rich

white people. Her celebration of African Americar folkways and her refusal to con-

deru white oppression brought her a different kind of notoriety. Increasingly bittet
her criticisrns of the 8ro?r? decision and the civil rights mo!€ment were eagerly pub-

licized by segregationisLs. She died pennile$s in Foft Pierce, Florid4 h 1960. In the

yeaxs shce her death, however, her work recording African Americar folklore ard
her innovative methodologr of deep involvement in the lives of her subjects are

increasingly seen as pioneering and scientifically valuable.

and active in Boas's AIS was Zora Nea.le Hurston (1891-1961). Hurston used her

interest in Negro folklore to promote Africar American cultual pdde-a hall-

maxk of the 1920s "New Negro Movement"-and also to stress continuities from

Africa tluoughout the diaspora Huston studied at Howard Universiw and then

transferred to Bamaxd College where she met Boas. Caxrying out Boas's ideal of

fieldwork, Hurston became a paxticipant-observer of black communities in New

Orleans. Florida. Haiti. and Jamaica. Like Fauset, Hurston used her freldwork to

debunk stereotlpes about black people and to dismiss the idea that black cul-

hrles were inferior. Like Melville Herskovits, a white Jewish student of Boas's,

Hrrston noted the African cultural pattems that were retained in African Amer-

ican cultures. Like Margaxet Mead and Ruth Benedict, two other Boasians,

Hurston was interested in the ways that cultue shapes persona.li6r, as demon-

strated in her heldwork in Jamaica. Hurston's study of Negro folklore in rulal
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Floida, Mules arul Men, emphasized its connections io Africar ancestry and
axgued that it had a rich and complex tradition that helped blacks adapt to the
New World. Hurston also studied Haitian Voodun, stressing its complexiw and
its associations with Africa, a.nd stripping it of its negative connotations.

Humton a"nd Fauset both contributed to ar anthropologica.l literatue on
African Americans that was aimed at destroying stereotypes and at reconstruct_
ing the richness, complexity, and diversiry of their cultural traditions; Boas and
Paxsons suppoted their work both intellectua.lly and fina.ncially. Meanwhile oth
ers arnong the Boasials also worked in antiracist directions.

One of the most notable of these was MeMlle Herskovits. Born in Illinois
to a family of Jewish immigmts, Herskovits (1395_1969) received his ph.D. in
anthropolos/ in 1922. Under the inlluence ofBoas and paxsons, Herskovits made
arthropometric measurements of blacks both in Haxlem and at Howaxd Univer_
sity, where he taught for several yea.rs, zts well as throughout the American
South. His physical measurements showed that blacks in America were becom_
ing more homogeneous and even forming a new physiczrl twe. This conclusion
was quite similar to Boas's study of bodily form in immigrants, as both consti_
tuted a critique of the notion of a pure race. In Herskovits,s $,ork. the blacks he
studied were of mixed ancestry, yet their physical forrn was strikingly homoge
neous. At this point in his career, Herskovits was an assimilationist, a believer
thatjustice and equa.lity for African Americans would come only through accul_
turation to white society and its values. The assimilationist argument held that
slavery had destroyed any remnarts of African culture among black people. Her_
skovits's anthropometric study supported the possibility of assimilation; in fact
the assimilationist axgllment was always present in Boasian discourse, evident in
Boas's own study of immigrart headform, and in his claim that race mixing_
leading to the eradication of a.ll racial difference-was the ultimate solution to
all racial conflict. The assimilationist strand stood in staxk contrast to the equally
Boasian stress on relativism and created an important inconsistencv rn cultural
anthropolos/ that would play itself out in later decades.

Under the inJluence of certain Africar American intellectuals. like W. E. B.
Du Bois and James Weldon.Iohnson, however, Herskovits had a change of heart.
FYom the late 1930s on, he gave up on assimilationism and bega-n to argue the
cultura.l pluralist and relativist line that there existed among Africar Americars
strong ties to ar African heritage. Continuities to ar African past could help
African Americans develop a distinctive culture. Herskovits's fieldwork in West
Africa, the West Indies, and in North America confirmed his relatMst position:
he forurd vestiges of African culture especially among blacks in Harlem_in their
folklore, religion, music, and language. In adopting this starce, Herskovits, like
Humton, contributed to the New Negro Movement of the Haxlem Renaissance.
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which celebrated African culture ard noted its persistence anong African Amer-

icars. Herskoyits belie.ved in encouraging ethnic pride in Africa.n Americans by

attributing the positive features of their culture to their Africar heritage and the

negative ones to their oppression in American society. In The Muth o:f the NegT o

Past (1941) Hemkovits axgued that it was myth to believe that the Negro had no

civilization ard no history That belief, Ilerikovits argued, "validateld] the con-

cept of Negro inferiority' (Herskovits, 1941, 1). By contrast, Herskovits empha-

sized the richness of the cultural traditions he had encountered in his fieldwork

in the West Indies and West Africa. Such emphasis, he believed, would increase

the pride of African Americans and the respect of whites for their rich ard com-

plex traditions.

Bul Herskovits's emphasis on African cultural continuities brought him

into conllict with the sociologists at Howaxd Universiry, who were thoroughgo-

ing assimilationists-taking up the other strand of Boasian discouse. Showing

that African cultural traditions were so persistent, tenacious, and slow to

charge, the sociologists axgued, would constitute an argument against the firll

Americanization of blacks, against their full integration, and against their fully

equal treatnent. Thus the underlying contradiction in Boasian anthropolog/ con-

tained the makings of a mAjor disagreement about the best way to make black

people a part of Americar society.

Arthur Schomburg well expressed Herskovits's side in the controversy:

"The Negro has been a mar without a history because he has been considered a

ma-n without a worthy cultue. But a new notion of cultural attainment and

potentialities of the African stocks has recently come about, paxtly through the

corrective influence of the more scientific study of African institutions and early

cultural history" ("The Negro Digs Up His Past" in The NaD Negro, ed. Alain

Incke. 1925/1968. 237). But Herskovits's view was considered radical for the

time, not only by the Howard sociologists, whose beliefs became mainstream,

but even by most of the other Boasians as well, including Boas himself. As a

result, Hemkovits's and Hurston's New Negro view of African cultural continu-

ities was maxginalized, while the assimilationist perspective became orthodox

social science and formed the basis for much social policy in the decades to

come. The emphasis on A.frican cultura.l continuities did not reemerge until it
was taken up by black nationalists in the 1960s.

The alliances-personal, professional, and intellectual-forged between

white and black anthropologists benefited both sides in importart ways. For the

black scholars like Hunton, FauseJ, Schomburg, and Du Bois, connections to

powedul white scientists like Boas gave them access to mainstream universities

and institutions from which thev otherwise would have been excluded because

of the segregated nature of American science and sociery in the first half of the
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twentieth century. The black scholars accepted Boas,s anthropological frame-work a.nd expanded it to study Nego life and culture, and the alliance gave them
a legitimacy and a professional clout that they otherwise would have lacked. Fortlle white scholaxs, black colleagues like Du Bois gave them access to activistpolitical outlets, and black students like Hurston, who would be accepted morereadily into black subject populations, a.llowed them an entr6e into the AfricanAmerican cultures and populations they warted to study. Recruiting black stu_dents and black collectoE of folklore helped Boas futfill his reseaxch agenda inanthropometry and cultural anal

the range ard quariw.rn.*i* ]iiLilX*: j*T#"*orogists expanded

Psyehologists and the Critique of Ie Testing
The antluopologists' concept of cultue formed one line of attack in the batfleagainst scientific racism. A second line emerged from psychologr, specilically
out of the critique of Ie testing in World War i. As with the anthropologists,
a.lliances were forged here too between white and black scientists. The bestlmown and most in-fluential of these attacks on the eugenicaly insplred Ie testswas by otto Ioineberg (l8gg-1gg2), a white Jewish p"y"i orogrst trained atColumbia in the lg20s, where he came under the influence of Flanz Boas.
Klineberg's critique built on those made by lesser-krown black psychologists,
paxticularly Horace Mann Bond and Howard Ha.le Lons.

For his dissertation research, tOineberg administered Ie tests to yakirna
Indian children, Aftican Americar children, and white chil&en and used theanth_ropological concept of cultue to er?lain the results. Klineberg argued tiat"speed" was a rerative, cultural notion, and that the yakima and Atiican Ameri_
can children undemtood it in a different way from the whites. They tended tovalue it less, took their time with the tests, and as a result did less we . When thetlme vaxiable was controred for, the yakima and African American ch dren didbetter than the whites. Thus Klineberg showed that a supposedly neutral testcould be compromised by cultural factors.

In his lg35 bookfioce DiLfererrces, Klineberg attacked the selective migm_tion thesis, an argument used by scientific racists to point out innate racia.l dif_ferences in intelligence. According to the thesis, the higher Ie scores of nolthemblacks resulted from the fact that the more intelligent blacks mrgrated north,leaving the less intelligent ones behind in the South. Klineberg, however, showedthat there was actually no superioriw in Ie scores of recent iigrants over thosewho stayed behind. He interpreted his results in environmental and cultua.lterms. The better educational opportunities in the Nofth raised Ie scores in
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blacks and whites, and wherever the blacks lagged behind the whites, this too

was due to the environmental effects of unequal opportunity.

By the 1930s the idea of mental differences between the races, a hallmark

of the eugenists' program of IQ testing, had fallen into declhe. Several psychol-

ogists underwent well-publicized reversals. Carl Brigham (1890-f9€), a psy-

chologist who had been a strong proponent of racial differences in IQ in 1923'

recanted his former claims in 1930. Howard W. Odum (188'1-1954), who wrote a

strongly racist psycholory textbook in the 1920s, tumed through the study of

sociolos/ to a much more egalitaxian position, and eventu:tlly became a propo-

nent of the study of southem black life. Thomas Russell Garth (1872-1939), an

educational psychologist affiliated r /ith the applied branches of psycholos/ and

social work, and therefore always more moderate than Brigham or Odum, also

underwent a shilt. From his work in the field with Native Americans and Mexi-

cans, Gaxth grew sympathetic to their cultues, h the manner of a Boasian

anthmpologist. As the maior race psychologist of his day, Garth had originally

been certain of racial differences in mentality but thought that further scientific

effort was needed to uncover them. After his research in the freld, and in the con-

text of the shifting emphasis within psychology on environmental conditioning

of behavior, Gaxth concluded in the late 1930s that nurture, in the form of edu-

cationa.l opportunities and other environmental factoE, was in fact more impor-

tant than natue, in the form of heredity.

Black psychologists also played an important role in the rejection of the

hard-line eugenic emphasis on hereditar5i racial inferioriff. Horace Mam Bond

(1904-1972), an educator, sociologist, and university administrator, emerged in

the 1920s as a strong critic of racist interpretation of IQ tests. He showed that the

scores of blacks from the nofthem states of New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania

were higher than those of southern whites and explained the difference in en!'r-

ronmental terms. Such an a-rgument flew in the face of innatist explanations, as

did Bond's demonstration that the scores of northem whites, including laxge

numbers of European immigmnts, were higher than those of southem whites,

who were always held up by eugenists as the ideal of racial puriry' If a mixed

population scored better than a supposedly pure race, the IQ testers' emphasis

on white racial superiority was thoroughly shaken. Nonetheless, despite his crit-

icisms of hereditaxian interpretations of the tests, Bond never condemned the

tests outright and in fact used them in his work as a college administrator. Intel-

ligence tests could, he argued, be used to remedy the subjectiviry of individual

teacheN'judgments. If used properly-ttrat is, for the diagnosis of leaming prob-

lems-and if interpreted in an environmentalist way, Bond believed that the tests

could actually subvert bias. Such an axgument shows Bond's faith in the objec-

tivity of science, its detachability from moral judgments, and its capaciw to right
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the wrongs of racism. By the mid-1980s, Bond'.s evidence and axguments had
severely darnaged the hereditaxian interpreta.tion of Ie test reslrls.

One reason for the dominance of hereditadan interpretation of the tests in
the 1920s was the exclusion of black reseaxchers from the mainstream social sci_
ences. As in anthropology, in psycholog/ black scholars forged ajlialces with
whites, like Klineberg, Herskovits, Gaxth, ard Odum, who had, or came to have,
eN'rronmenta.list slmpathies, and relied on those a.lliances to break through the
color barrier By the lgll0s educational opportunities in a.ll the social sciences,
but paxticulaxly in psychologr, were opening up slightly for African Amencars.
When black social scientists tumed their attention to the critique ofle tests thev
focused on several areas of reseaxch.

Howard Hale Long, an educational psychologist trained at Clark and Hax_
wrd universities, studied the rerationship between socioeconomrc status and
length of residence in northem cities iurd scores on Ie tests_in all cases show_
ing that environmental and educational oppofiunities strcngly affected test per_
formance. Horace Mann Bond and Maxtin D. Jenkins, a psychologist trained at
Northwestem, examinetl the ,,mulatto hypothesis," according to which lighter_
skirmed blacks performed berter on Ie tests because of their admlxtue of white
blood. Jenkins debunked this claim, which had been used to gue agarnst race
mixing as comprontising the quality ofthe white race. He investigated the numer_
ous cases he had discovered of black children without ary white ancestry who
made exceptiona.lly high scores on the tests. Like Long, Jenkins concluded that
higher socioeconomic status produced higher scores, ard he emphasized these
students' intellectual gifts as individuals.

A third area of research pursued by black social scientists was the influence
of testing metiodolog/ on Ie t€st performance. Herman canady, also trained as
a psycholo$st at Northwestem, asked whether it mattered if the pe6on a.dminis-
tering the test was black or white and designed erlperiments to arswer the ques-
tion. He found ttrat the effect of fhe tester's race on the stuclents, sctues was neg-
ligible, but criticized the use of culturally biased tests. His colleague A. S. Scott,
at West Virginia State College, showed that familiaxiry with testing srtuations and
with standaxdied tests produced maxkedly improved Ie scores.

From Race Psychologg to Studies in prejud,ice

As the idea of inherent mental differences between the races fell into decline
during the lg30s and the races came to be viewed as fundarnentally similar, new
ways of eriplaining racial a.ntipathies had to be invented. Hatred of and disdain
for the members of other races-so much a part of the race psycholos/ of the
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1910s and early 1920s-could no longer be seen as a rational response to the

facts of racial hierarchy. With notions of superiority and inferiority largely aban-

doned, racial antagonism came to be e>.alained as a basically irrational atti-

fitde-aprejutl,ice-wteflective of realiw. Studies of prejudice in the 1930s were

pursued along two lines. Psychologists, particulaxly social psychologists, tended

to focus on the inationality of preiudice and its disconnection from any actual

experience with memberc of the despised race.

Meanwhile sociologists, especia.lly those associated with the higNy influ-

ential Chicago school of sociolos/, tended to argue that racial antagonism and

prejudice were necessary paxts of the assimilation of a minority group into the

mainstream, but that they could a.lso cause severe social pathologies in the group

being discriminated against. The sociological approach was favored by Univer-

sify of Chicago sociologist Robert E. Paxk and his students, who worked in the

1920s and 1930s on the problems of assimilation Park formulated a social

patholos/ model of the assimilation of minorities as occurring in four stages:

competition, then conllict , followed by accommodation of the minoriry to the

dominant way of life, and finally complete assimilation. For examplc, Emory

Bogardus, a Park-trained sociologist, present€d race prejudice as an inevitable

feature of the stages of assimilation----of the progress of minoriry groups up the

social scale-and therefore as an essentially benign force that preserYed the dis-

tance between ethnic groups and maintained the social order. Many of the soci-

ologists who trained at the Universiw of Chicago took recent irffnigrants to the

United States as the sub.iects of their assimilation model and axgued that the

experience of Negroes would eventually follow the sarne path as that of Eurc

pean immigrants.

The psychologists developed a different approach to the study of prejudice'

Goodwin Watson (1899-1976), a Columbia-trained psychologist, marle test^s of

racial animosity assuming that it axose from the actual experience of unfriendly

contact between members of dilferent races. Watson's Yiew of prejudice made it

less benign than Bogaxdus's but still treated it as a phenomenon based in real

experience. Psychologists who followed watson, however, began to cut its moor-

ings in rea.lity. Floyd Allport (1890-1970), an experimentd socia.l psychologist'

and his students Daniel Katz and Kenneth Bra]y a.rgued that prejudice was

instead a matter of cultual stereotlpes, inherently irrational artd not based in

ary actual experience with individuals of the despised group. For Katz and Bra'ly'

race prejudice was a psychological phenomenon, a problem with people's inter-

nal menta.l states, a disorder of the mind. In this same vein, Gardner (1895-1966)

and Lois Baxclay (1902-2003) Murphy, and their students at Columbia University,

Eugene (1912-2002) and Ruth Horowitz (1910 1997) (both pairs of psychologists

were married couples), studied the racial attitudes of white children towaxd
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Mamie Phipps Cla,rk (f9t7-f9g3)
Marnie Phipps was bom in rgrz in Hot springs, Arkar'as. she emolred at Howaxd uni-ve$ity at age 16 as a mathematics mqjor where she met Kenneth Ctart, who wasrn4oring in psychologr. Kenneth convinced her that psycholosr, rather tian mathe_

a'

matics, would help her teach chilfuen,
which is what she wanted to do with her
degree. Kenneth and Marue were maxried
in 1938, when he was working on his doc_
torate in psycholos/ at Columbia Univer_
sity and she was working as a secretaxjr in
the law ofnces of Mlliam Houston. Hous_
ton's brother was Charles Harnilton Hous_
tor\ the dean of Howard l,aw school ard
lead attomey for the National Association
fof tie Advarcement of Colored people.

nr For her Masters thesis in psycholos/ at
t ll Howard. Mamie Clark collect€d data on

r?cia.l identiication in nursery school chil-
dren in Washington D.C. In a number of

. articles based on the data collected for her
thesis, Mamie and Kenneth argued that(Librury of Cowrcss)

rerativery young ase. rhe craxk,.s."* r-;Ht:|fi;f,T,"j: trH"ffil:1hypothesi-s Do black boys and giris wish they were white? In 1g40 a gant from theJulius Rosenwald Fund allowed Mamie Clark to enter Cohunbia,s pt.i. p.og.am in

blacks. Their project was to try to understand the development ofprejudice eaxlyin life, the assumption being that it was a learned behavior and not an innatetnit. The Horowitzes showed that white boys (the sample included only malesto avoid the extra vaxiable of gender) from both the north and the south, and in
segregated and in mlxed groups, held prejudiced attitudes toward black people.
Only those children who were raised in a communist commune in New york City
showed no prejudice. The Mu4rhys and the Horowitzes concluded that prejudice
axises from stereotJDes_from the negative beliefs and stories that circulate in acommunity-and not from actual contact with memberc of the other race.

Kenneth (I9rar-') and Marnie (r9rz-r9g3) crark-another maxried couple_
charged the foc,s ofpsychological exanination to the attitudes of black children,
rather than of whites towaxd blacks. Kemeth Claxk received a ph.D. in psycholog/
from cotumbia,nder otto Klineberg in 1939. Mamie clark studied at Howaxd uni_
versity for her masler's degree and eamed a ph.D. at Colunbia in 1g44. tsoth of the
Clarks were African Arnerican In one of the eaxliest studies of black children. the
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psycholosr' and begin gathering data for this proiect At the same time, Kenneth was

collecting data from selected northem and southem states The Claxks formd tlat
black children, when presented with dous identical in every way except for skin

color, would often identily the brown doll as the "bad" doll and the \Mhite doll as the

"good" doll. when asked to color pictures of children, black children often preferred

to color them as lighter than their own skin color The Claxks axgued that ra€ism had

psychologica.lly damaged these children to the ertent that many of them reiected

their own skin color.

In her Ph.D. work at Columbia University, Mamie Claxk chose to work with the

head of the psychology department, Henry E. Garrett Gaxrett was the author of

one of the first textbooks on statistics in psychologr so he was a logical choice for

Clark, a former mathematics major. Howeve\ Garrett was a notorious racist artd

Clark a.lso chose him to prove to him that ar Africar Americar student could per-

form as well zs a white studcnt. She received her Ph.D from Columbia in 1944 but

wzLs unable to find employment. Iler husband had found a position at the City Col-

tege of New York, but an African American womar with a Ph.D. wa-s an anomaly

in the 1940s. After a yeax of being passed over for vaxious research positions in

favor of far less qualified whites, in 1946 she founded her own organization, the

Northside Center for Child Development. The Northside Center was designed to

offer psychological services to the cornmunity and prolide them without regaxd to

race. For more than half a century, the Nofthside Cent€r has been a fixture in New

York City, heavily involved in education, urbar renewa.l, community action, and

psychotogical services. It represents the dream of both Mamie and Kenneth Clark:

a sociallv active and involved science that is paxt ofthe taxger community in which

it is located.

Cla.rks used projective psychological tests to gauge the attitudes of 150 African

Americar mfsery school students. Bas€d on the wats these students identjified

and represented themselves on open-ended tests, the Claxks showed that the chil-

dren were basically satirsfied with their skin color and did not wish that they were

white--{ontraxy to some results that Ruth Horowitz had produced eaxlier.

Although the socia.l psychologists emphasized the irrationality of prejudice

ard devised experiments to demonstrate its lack of basis in real experience, the

Chicago sociologists and their mdical vaxiart, the Howard Universiry circle,

developed a social patholos/ model of African American culture These sociolo-

gists, while maintaining Paxk's original stress on the inevitability of prejudice as

a pa.rt of the cycle of assimilation, tumed their attention to the impact of preiu-

dice ard discrimination on the formation of African Americars' personalities.

They argued that racist attitudes created pathological socia.l structures and mal-

formed personalities in the members of the hated group. The sociological stud-

ies proceeded along two lines.
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one was the ethnogaphic work on southem society pursued by AllisonDavis (1902_1988), an Africa
chicago a.d il; ",;;J.ff :;:;t :.ffi.:H? ll.,T"Tyil":Tffjanhropologisl I rained at Ch.
Relations. In Caste and, 

rcago and a professor at the yale Institute of Human

maintainer,tharwhites*.il::fft K#Ji jlr,i?;*11"#11,H:
castes, and that vrithin those
sociarcrassrhea*n-"-JIj:;:ft",ffi 

"i:HlT"*f ff X"fl T#families in Louisian4 conduding that class srarus *O* 
";;: affected the per-sonalities of African Americar

tsut the organization o, 
"or,nl 

tou* even more significantlv than caste itseif did'

tion thar caste sanctioned J.T:H:HTffiiil:fr1*T".,:trffi:
frustrating thei.r needs, impulses, and ambitions ar,d causing them to act aggrcs_sively. Davis and Doltard argued that the belief, _.;-r;;;; by whire south-emerc, that ,,childlike,, 

African Americans were content a,nll"*," 
"or,,.or",,**a fallacy designed to brevent general human recognition of the basic depriva_tions and frustrations which rife in a lower caste invo]ve.. uu, ,t o ""* ,nu, o,ustrng of caste is deep and sharp for mo$ Negroes,, (Davi" ani Ooraro 1940, Z4b).The second tJDe of socic

andE.FrankrinFrazi"r;;::il?":Tlffi :,TJlrf nffi i,T:Iant of Chicago sociologr. Johnson (1S9J_1956), _ ani"* arn".r"an sociologistand student of park at Chica
African American children. Hg 

studied the skin color preferences of mral

exrremes of black and white 
"0" 

,ou.O that the children tended to reject the

which Johnson interpreted to 

jtn' and to identifo themselves as brown-skinned,

becoming a new b..;.;" ;l"T:Tlii:T^fl". #::T.,,"il"""ffifrdid not wish to be white_that ir
whole nor even to *""",,," *iL?"i#.J"trffiA;fidren 

prerened on the

The Negro community is built around the idea of a4justment to being aNegro, ard it rejects escape into the white *o.ta. cumJunif of,n,un ourr*up a picture of whites as a different kina of lohg, *ith *io; #us"o"iatesbut does not become intimate. Without mucl, 
"ons"ious 

iLst u",r.I] ,nu 
"nUOis taught that his first loyalties axe to the Negro group . . . . This docrnne isreinforced by stories of the m

tobewhiteisasacri.""rr":'ff i:".ill;;?:;illjlj"""".",'^1"";,T#:l
are inferior and, consequen y, that the youth t irn"6rr i" i"i".i..ltronn"onl94l/1967,301).

As a result of this view, segregation, according to Johnson, was not apressing problem, since African Americans 
"""-ua tJ p."f* ilin 

"*un 
,ou._
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stage model of race relations, accommodation to the dominant white culture

and attitude adtustment in the face of the societal noms of discrimination and

segregation were central parts of minority assimilation. Johnson's study

showed African Americar youth to be completely aqiusted to their segregated

status, a hnding in keeping with his Chicago training. The one place where

African American youth did not accommodate well was the segregated south-

em school system. Here, Johnson argued, the completely inferior schools-the
product of segregation- {reated "misshapen personalities" in black children

(Johnson l94L/ 1967, 134).

Johnson's social patholory axgument-that segregation had harrnful

effects on the black personality-was taken h more radical directions by his fel-

low member ofthe Howard circle, E. Franklin FYazier. FYazier (1894-i962) was

ar African American sociologist who eaxned a Ph.D. from the University of

Chicago under Robefi Park and who taught at Atlanta University, Fisk Univer-

siw, ard Howaxd University. For Frazie! as for Johnson, African America.ns

seemed not to reject their own skin color, and Frazier saw them as striving

towaxd a brown-skinned ideal rather thar wishing to be white. Unlike Johnson,

however, FYazier stressed the pathological state of the Africa:r Americar family,

a state that was the result not of the hherent degeneracy of the black race but

was the outcome of slavery and segregation. Although Johnson's subjects

appeared relatively well adjusted to their segregated status, Flazier's subjects-

Africa:r American children whom he interviewed in Kentucky and Washington,

D.C.-were being actively harmed by it. Segregation perwaded black life, Frazier

wrote, ard the "pathologica.l featurels] of the Negro community" resulted from

"the fact that the Negro is kept behind the walls of segregation and is not per-

mitted to compete in the laxger communiry . . . . Since the Negro is not required

to compete h the la-rger world and to assume its responsibilities and suffer its

penalties, he does not have an opportunity to mature" (Frazier f940, 290).

The Chicago school, led by Robed Paxk ard the Howard circle that it
deeply inlluenced, including the sociologists Johnson and FYazier, rejected the

idea of Alrican cultural continuities that the Boasians, notably Herskovits, had

emphasized. Instead, the Howard sociologlsts a-rgued that African AmericarN,

because of their heritage of slavery segregation, discrimination, and poor envi-

ronmental conditions, had developed a pathological variant of mainstrearn

American society. Their lives were shaped not by a culture but by cultural depri-

vation. The sociologists compaxed African Americans to a white-American stan-

dard and found that their deviations from the norm included high numbers of
fema.le-headed households and a greater incidence of divorce, both helping to

produce crime, poverty, ard delinquency in their communities. The more African

Americans deviated from the standard, the more they would be prevented from
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achieving the futfillment of park's race relations cycle_the development of nor_
matrve patterns that would a]low them to assimilate.

Segregation was not onry psychologically haxmful in its creation of social
pathologies, it was considered physicatty harmful as well. The psychological toU
of racism noted by the Howard sociologists had a physical parallel in the work
of W. Montague Cobb (f90,t-1990). Cobb was a Howard Universib/_trained M.D.
who returned there to teach anatomy and physical anthropolos.. ln the 1g30s he
worked with the NAACp Nationa.l Health Committee to shape national health
caxe policv Cobb's work contravened ideas about African American inJ.ertility_
a stereotrpe dating from the era of porygenism that the black race was inherenfly
sickly and doomed to e{inction. Cobb demonstrated instead the deleterious
physical effects that segregation had on African Americans. He axgued trat end_
ing segregation of hospitals and improving health caxe for AfTican Americans
would help solve the whole nation's public health problems. Similarly, effective
public health policies woutd a.lso help end the segregation and racism of the
nation's medical institutions. Cobb was a politica.l activist as well as a doctor and
scientist, working on Capitol Hill to bring about health caxe reform and fight seg_
regated institutions.

Park's social pathologr model was higtrty influential not only among the
Howaxd sociologists, especially Flazier. It also formed the basrs tbr Gunnax
Myrdal's An American Dikrnma, a lgrl4 book on the problem of race relations,
ard for legal axg'ments in the lg& B.rou)n as. Board, oj Educat?,o,, decision
desegregating the public schools. According to the social patholosr argument,
Africa.n Americans could and should assimilate to Westem white culture_any
emphasis on their African heritage or Africar cultual roots would only get in
their way. The mears to achieve racial equality was through assimilation into the
marnstrean by overcoming whatever social pathologies prevented Africar
Americans from becoming just like whites. Full integmtion and assimilation into
white society would mean both psychological and physical health for African
Americans. Anyone axguing for preservation of the 

'nique 
culture that an African

heritage created, accor.ding to those connected to or influenced by Howaxd soc!
ologr, was an apologist for inequaliw.

Another central aspect of the sociological and social_psychological study
ofprejudice was the degree to which it made prejudice a psychological problem.
These scientists perceived prejudice as a problem of individual people,s atti_
tudes-a problem, specifically, of irrationa.l attitudes, of attitudes not based in
realiq/. It became a problem that could be solved only by understanding the inner
workings of people's psyches, of their hearts and minds. As a psychological prob-
lem, the concept of prejudice became detached from broader sociologica.l
causes, like economics, relationships of power, or institutional organization. The
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scientists discussed here psycholo$zed the problem of prejudice, and, in doing

so. deDoliticized it.

Genetics and the Critique of Eugenics

The retreat from scientific racism among Arnerican and British geneticists was

more measured than among the social scientists. Biologlsts repudiatied eugenics

and its tlpologica.l and hierarchical assumptions in several gradual but distinct

steps that were not complete until after World Wax tr. At fust, dudng the 1910s and

1920s, eugenists and geneticists-at this point there was no distinction between

them-generally condemned race crossing as a central plank of thet eugenist

stance. Racial puriry had to be maintained, and that meant avoiding race mix-

tule. In the United States, antimiscegenation laws were on the books in 4l states

in order to prevent interracial sex and marriage. No publlshed opposition by

geneticists to axguments about the da.ngens of race crossing existed before 1924.

Such works as Race Crossing in Jdmdica (1929) by the America"n eugenists

Charles Davenport (1866-1944) and Morris Steggerda (1900-1950) condemned

the practice.

Davenport and Steggerda divided the Jarnaican population into tluee
groups: blacks, whites, and the mixture of these two-browns or mulattoes. The

authors believed that disharmonies appeared in the hybrid race of mulattoes. In

a few cases the disharmonies were physical: for example, the long legs of the

Negro combined with the short axrns of the white to produce a poor physical

specimen. But in most cases the different mental traits of the races produced

mental dishannonies in the mixed offspring. Davenport and Steggerda used their

study to axgue against race mixture since one could never tell if a dishaxmony,

either mental or physical, would result, and one could not control breeding thor-

ougNy enough to prevent disharmonious combinations. Under such conditions

it was best to avoid the mixing of two mces altogether.

This axgument resonated in the genetics community of the 1920s. Edward

M. East (1879-1938), a Harvaxd University geneticist a.nd, from l9l9 to the mid-

1930s, the most influential American scientific spokesman on the social and

political impact of genetics, thoroughly agreed with Davenport and Steggerda's

conclusions, placing them on a more secure scientific footing. East was a pop-

ulation geneticist and a political liberal, an advocate of civil rights for all peo-

ple. Nonetheless, he argued that race mixing caused the breakup of a haxmo-

niously integrated genotype. The interbreeding of different races vr'ould destroy

the genetic composition of a race, which had been selected for, maintained, and

coadapted over generations. Physical, mental, and temperarnental dishar-
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monies would be the result. Crosses between blacks and whites, East con-
cluded, should be avoided, as the Negro is inferior to the white and would dis_
rupt his integrated genotype.

East's Hanard colleague and fellow population geneticist, William Castle
(1867-1962), pror,idcd one ofthe earliest arguments against the notion ofthe dele_
terious effects of race crossing. In 1916, Castle presented a genera.l critique of
eugenics, arguing that society could not be managed like a faxrn, even though he
accepted contempora4. eugenist views on the segregation and sterilization of the
feebleminded. By the mid-1920s he had developed and expanded his critique to
axgue that genes do not detemine social status. The higher average ability of the
wealthy is all unproven assumption ard probably due to the envhonment and,
therefore, the differential bifthate is not necessarily dysgenic. Moreover, Ctasde
concluded, negative eugenics interferes with indMdua.l liberry. Against East, Cas_
tle argued that there was absolutely no scientific evidence that biologica.l dishar_
monies would result from wide race crosses. In a move that shows the basic con_
servatism of his critique, however, Castle felt that there could be social obiections
to the mixtue of widely different races. And he had no hesitation in pronouncing
his view, like that of many in the white scientific elite, that whites were as supe-
rior in intelligence to blacks as blacks were in amount of melanin to whites.

Herbert Spencer Jennings (1868-1942), an American zoologist ard
anatomist, also demonstrates, as Castle does, the distinc y mlxed character of
these eaxly critiques of eugenics. In a lg2g adicle publlshed in The Sut-ueg mag_
azine, Jennings presented a solid, if measured, critique of eugenic immigration
restriction policies, arguing that most mental or physical defects observed in
immigrants resulted from environmental handicaps and not from racial degener_
acy. Therefore, discrimination on the basis of race or nationality was uiustified.
Nonetheless, in 1930 Jennings accepted Davenport ard Steggerda's conclusions
about the physical and mental dishamronies of hybrid Jamaicans and applied the
sarne axgument to dogs-that widely different breeds should not be mated lest
biological monstrosities result. Under the influence of Castle's critique, Jerurings
later modified his view, arguing in 19,11 that either hybrid vigor or hybrid weak-
ness could possibly result from race mixing, and distinguishing biological rea_
sons from social prohibitions agairst miscegenation.

The examples of East, Castle, and Jennings show that training in mathe_
matical population genetics, and adoption of its antit',pological stance that pop_
ulations axe comprised of continuously vaxjring individuals, did not necessltate
antieugenist or antiracist positions. Although both Castle ard East were popula_
tion geneticists, measuring gene frequency and flow in ever_fluctuating popr a_

tions, their views on race crossing differed widely. The new science, patticularly
in its early days, did not link up to only one sort of racial belief. More rmpoftant
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tha"n scientific theories in determining a stance on race were the social and polit-

ical developments of the 1930s.

In response to the Naz i race doctrines that were being implemented in the

1930s before the start of World Wax II, the genetics community shifted from an

eaxlier condemnation of racial mixing to a belief that more scientific investiga-

tion of the matter was needed before defrnite conclusions could be reached. This

agnostic stage is represented by two influential a:id populax works published by

prominent geneticists in the 1930s: We Europeans: A Suntey oJ "Itat:i'al" Pwb'

k ns (19116) by Julian Huxley (1887-1975) and Aifred C. Haddon, a\d HereditA

and Politics (1938) by J. B. S. Haldane (1892 1964). Both books concluded that

the evidence for or against race mixing was inadequate and more scientilic study

was necessarv.

Huxley, a geneticist, ethologist, embryologist, and popularizer of Darwin-

i$n, and Haddon, an anthropologist, attacked Nazi race doctrines, using genetics

to show that Nazi claims about race were pseudoscience. The focus of the book

was Gennan racism with its doctrine of Aryan or Nordic superiority and Jewish

raria.l inferiori6/. Huxley and Haddon axgued that the idea of a pure race was a fal-

lacy and that there was no way to reliably classify the races of Europe. All traits

were a combination of nature and nurture; division of humankind by blood type

bore no relation to racial classifications based on headfonn; nor did intelligence

correlate in any way with physical tlpe. Race, the authors concluded, was a con-

fused term, especially when it carne to the European races, and it should be

replaced by ethniciw Brfi We El.mpean-s stopped short of an outright denial of

heredita.ry mental differences between the races or of condoning all race mixing.

I\ HereditA and Polilics, Haldane, a major contributor to the evolutionary

sjmthesis (the integration of evolution and genetics), argued the agnostic line

that until a scientific study on the effects of race crossing was done, no dogma-

tism about it one way or the other should be countenanced. A similax shift

toward agnosticism took place anong geneticists on the issue ofhereditary men-

ta.l differences between the races. In the heyday of eugenics geneticists had been

certain that such differences existed; between 1924 and 1939 they began to axgue

that, as with race crossing, there simply wasn't enough evidence to prove it one

way or the other Both pnvately, however, a.nd in some published writings

throughout the 1930s most geneticists continued to believe that racial differ-

ences in intelligence certainly did exist. Julian HrLXley exemplifies tlds attitude

well: for him racism combined with t}Ie awareness that the scientific .iury was

still out. He argued in 1931 that further study would probably show that racial

differences existed and that Africans were inferior to Euopeans in desirable

traits. However, these differences would be slight and the overlap between the

races would be qreat.
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Alter the war, as the next chapter will explore in more detail, the genetics
community underwent yet another shift, from the agnostic posltron to the out_
right condemnation both of Nazi mcial doctrines and of the notion of hereditaxy
mental inequalities. Similaxly, the agnostic tone about race crossing that many
geneticists maintained before the wa-r shifted during and a.fter the wax to a morepositive endorsement of the practice. Now race crossing was_at the very
worst-biorogicaly harmless. There could be no scientiJic justitrcation whatso-
ever for axguing against it. But this last position led geneticists rnto the postwax
dilemma that faced them in the dlajting of the UNESCO Statements on Race. Asgeneticists they Imew that, even if racia.l menta.l differences were nonexBtent
and strictures against race mixirg scientifica.lly uiustified, all people were not
absolutely equal in genetic endowment. Biological differences among individuals
were cleax. The geneticists, problem in the lgbos was to detach this view, which
they identified as scientific, from any moral considerations. people should be
treated equallv and afforded equal opportunities even if_and especially if_it
was a scientific fact that they were not genetically equal. Science was to be dis_
connected from moral values; social views of equa.libr need not be, and should
not be, derived from or dependent on genetic or biologicai equality. To what
extent this argument could be maintained_and to what extent it f.ell apaxt in the
wake ofthe UNESCO Statements__will be taken up in the next chapter.

Haldane and Huxley were both politically liberal_Haldane, a socialist ard
communist, alwavs more so than Huxley_but neither was as consrstenfly leftist
or as conslstent a critic ofracism and eugenics as Lancelot Hogben (lggb 1gZ5).
Hogben was trained as a mathematical population geneticist at Canbridge,
where he also becarne a feminist and a socialist. After being jailed as a result of
his rcfusal to fight in World Wax I, he took up an academic appointment in South
Africa, where he was horrified by apartheid, the state-sanctioned segregation
and disenfranchisement of blacks. Upon his retum to England he became pro_
fessor of social biologr at the London School of Economics, and throughout the
1930s published critiques of eugenics and its simpti.stic formuratro.s. His cri-
tiques made tluee basic points. First, Hogben emphasized the rore of the envi_
rorunent in forming traits, expanding the meardng of envirorunent to mclude not
only education and training but also the prenatal environment of the womb,
which affects the way that the genotlpe, or genetic makeup, will be expressed in
the phenot Tre, or appearance. Hogben cited the work of the genetlcist Lionel
Penrose, who showed in a famous set of experiments that Downs sJmdrome,
lmown in the early twentieth century as ,,Mongoli:m 

idiocy,,, was a genetlc defect
caused by the envtonment of the womb of older mothers, not passed dorryn thegenerations by defective germ_ptasm, as the eugenists had axgued earlier. Sec-
ond, Hogben showed that most pathologica.l or abnormar co^ditions in human
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beings were caused by recessive genes, that is, those that were ca.rried but not

expressed because they were masked by a norma.l dominant gene. In the het-

erozygous condition, in which a dominant and a recessive were paired, the reces-

sive trait would be hidden. Such defective recessive traits would be difficult to

eliminate through eugenic sterilization, Hogben argued, because they do not

show up regulaxly in the phenowpe. Thus he questioned the efficacy of negative

eugenics. Third, social biologists-of which Hogben was ofncially the first in

Britain-must improve the precision of their definitioirs. Feeblemindedness, he

said, was a grab bag, a catchall term that covered many different conditions

caused in myriad different ways. No sin$e gene lay at the bottom of it, and the

environment was crucial in creating it. Thus Hogben questioned a central con-

ceptual category of the eugenists.

None of these critics of the older eugenics, neither Hogben, nor Haldane,

nor Hudey, ever actually gave up on the eugenic ideal. Hogben, for example,

along with his wife, a demographer by the name of Enid Charles, becarne con-

cemed with the declining birthate in England and the uncertain future that the

British population faced. To combat what they yiewed as a growing crisis, Hog-

ben and Charles wanted to encourage the development of what was called in

later decades "medical genetics"-a science of medicine that focused on pre-

vention--on the elimination of disease before it, occurred by the elimination of

those genetic defects tlrat caused it. Though medical genetics was billed as pure

science, as neutral in contrast to the open social agenda of the eugenists, its con-

tinuiW with eugenic themes was cleax.

Simitaxly, Haldane and Hudey always kept a place for eugenics. Haldane,

like Hogben, axgued that recessive genetic conditions were difficult to detect

because they were often hidden, thus difficult to treat by sterilization. Moreover,

Haldane noted, mutations, spontaneous changes in the genetic makeup, were

constartly introducing new traits into the population, most of them haxmful, and

because of the unpredictabiUry of their occurence they were largely beyond

control by sterilization. Haldane argued that the hunan popr ation had not

changed in genetic endowment in hundreds of thousands of years, so changes

introduced by eugenists in a few generations could have little effect. And yet Hal-

dane also believed that the sterilization of those with dominant sex-linked traits

like deaf-mutism was thoroughly scientifica.llyjustified, as was the prevention of
immigration of people who were not up to par phlsically or mentally. ln the

socialist state that Haldane envisioned, eugenics would have a central place, and

a uniquely fair one, because the state would have equalized the effects of the

environment. Huxley never took Haldane's socialist position, but he too held to

an enlightened eugenics, which he thought ought to become part of religion.

Huxley also believed, even as he argued against hereditary racial differences,
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that class differences in England had a genetic basis. Thus the class biases of theolder eugenics lived on even among its critics, and even as race was losing itspower as a classificatory tool.
The example of these geneticists shows that the ctucial combination oftheir science with a leftward shift in politics accounts for therr critique of theolder eugenics and the scientific racism that supported it. population genetics

alone could not have accounted for the development of this cntique. Indeed, thegeneticist Ronald A. Fisher (rg90-1962)-a.long with Haldane and the Americangeneticist Sewall Wright, an axchitect of the evolutionary slmthesis_was assteeped in population thinking as the others, but his politics were decidedly
right-wing and he was an advocate of old_fashioned social selection of the"fittest." As a result, Fisher did not play the role in the retreat of scientific racismthat Ha.ldane did. on the contrary, Fisher and his fe ow members of the conser_vative Eugenics society looked with interest upon the Nazi sterilization ca,o_paign of the early 1930s. It was only as news of the Nazi atrocities spread that themembers of the Eugenics society had to retxeat with some awkwardness fromtheir eugenical views.

FYom this review of racial science in the first four decades of the twentiethcenury a number of important themes emerge. First, in their most definitive
break from the traditions of social Darwinism ard eugenics, the sclentrsts dis_cussed here fully recognized the importarce of the environment as a determin-
ing factor-a factor as important as, or even more impoftant than, inbom biol_o$/. This was recognized by scientists in genetics, anthropologr, sociolos/, andpsychologr. Geneticists began to treat nature and nurture as complex and inter-
dependent, as mutually influential and constantly interacting. Anthropologists
recognized the imporlance of enuronment by stressing the role of culture as theessential determinant of behavior. Cultural anthropolos/, social psycholog/, andsociology formed themselves during this period around the study of the envi_ronment as sciences ofthe environrnental impact on behavior. psychologists rec_ognized the determining inJluence of socioeconomic status on Ie test scores,

and sociologists studlng prejudice ca.me to see treatment by the dominart whiteculture as a central factor in forming African American behavior and identity.The environmental turn in a.ll of these sciences helped to break apail theentrenched paxadigm of race.
The second maior theme here is that the critique of scientilic racism, inwhatever form, was a basically conser%tlve one up to the beginnlng of World

Wax II. None of the critics we I
overr.hroworthetraditionsJT.::":H:jH:J"f ;J::,:j:I*T:
between race and societ}.,, culture, and mentality, they shared importart beliefswith their predecessors. The Boasians, forexample, cooperated with ard accom_
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modated themselves to the conservative physical anthropologists. The critics of

IQ testing never gave up on the tests. The geneticists continued to cling to a

eugenic ideal. And the sociologists used norms of white society as their standaxd,

rejecting the radica.l relativism of the cultural anthropologists.

Finally, a combination of political, social, and scientific developments prG

duced the critique of scientifically sanctioned racism. Science did not do it on its

own; it took science shaped by the political motives of political actors. Practi-

tioners of both the biological and especially the social sciences tumed toward

political activism, toward the dream of achieving a iust society. That commit-

ment, combined with the fallout from the Great Depression, with revulsion at the

l!.nching of African Americans, and with horror at the Nazi campaigns, helped

shape their critique ofracism in the sciences. We have seen here the roots of tlfs
critique and its gradual developmeni during the 1930s. World War II radicalized

the critique. The conservatism that was countenanced eaxlier and the ties to eax-

lier mcial ideas lost their acceptabiliry during and after the wax. Only after the

war was the liberal orthodoxy on race definitively established.
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